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"The public came in in eboals, nid
it not?" asked Inr. L'ntermyer.
"Yes, you might say that,'' said Mr.
liurrage.
He could not say whether the "inCOME
NOT
Ortiz.
siders'" received large 'requests for
IN
Pages, Willie Thayer, Elegio Martisubscriptions of the stock, hut he
nez and Pablo Labadie.
know that before the stock was allot
ted the price had gone to $115 or
BREAK IS UNREPAIRED.
$120 per $10 shares.
Cheyenne, Wyo., Jan. 15 Upon the
or oilers, ne
iiuuui f6iuvuv,vw
CAUCUS
REPUBLICAN convening of the two'houses of the PRESIDENT RYAN OF THE IRON COLLECTIONS FOR 1912 SURPASS AMERICAN
OF
AT
said, were received for the $75,000,- - UPRISING AT ACAPULCO
SUGAR
REFINING
CAUSE3
000 of stock.
HOUSE MEMBERS LAST NIGHT
Wyoming legislature this afternoon,
WORKERS'
UNION MUST RE- THOSE OF 1911 TO AMOUNT
COMPANY MAKES
UNITED
STATES
TO
SEND
A
was
there
no indication that the two
Mr. Burrage could not remembet
RECONCILIATION
OCCURS
MAIN IN PRISON
OF $11,460.29
WARSHIP THERE
members who
details of operations by which Amalrepublican house
flocked with the democrats yesterday
gamated took over Boston ad Montana
JESUS
ROMERO
and Butte and Boston. Boston
RETURNS to perfect the organization of the MILLER
REFUSES APPROVAL THE
ACCURATE
OPFOSES
ENTIRE
FREEDOM
COMMANDER
FIGUEINGJS
IS
HELPLESS
house had any intentions of reating
and Butte, Mr. Burrage said, was ac
from the stand they took at the first
cumulated on his advice. Later, he
DECLARES HE WILL RETIRE FROM Bession.
BOND SUBMITTED BY THE AT SURPLUS IN LAST TWO YEARS IS WOULD HAVE FOREIGN SUGARS
said, the Globe bank of Boston failed, REPRESENTATIVE OF MEXICAN
POLITICS IF HE CANNOT BE
TAXED A SMALL DIFFEREN
TORNEYS
FOR
CONVICTED
SMALL, SHOWING LEVIES ARE
Republican leaders hav been un
holding' a large block of Boston and
GOVERNMENT UNABLE TO
able to get either of
A GOOD REPUBLICAN
them to diMontana stock.
CORRECT
MEN HELD NOT SUFFICIENT
Just prior to the
TIAL DUTY.
CONTROL SITUATION
vulge their purposes and both have
failure, he said, Mr. Lawson conduct
ed a vigorous advertising
published statements in which they
campaign
GOVERNOR READS MESSAGE justify their actions upon the ground OTHERS IN THE SAME BOAT TAX
RECETO
INCREASE FEARS
INDUSTRY'S
RUIN bulling" Butte and Boston and A
NEW
REBEL
GENERAL
of breading up "machine rule."
bearing Boston and Montana Mr.
Senator F. E. Warren, whose prosBurrage said he had taken no part
URGES BETTER TAXATION LAWS
HOULIHAN, SCHUPE AND REDDVN AN INCREASE OF 355 IN THE PAST STATES FREE TRADE IN SUGAR in
of
is jeopardized by
pect
negotiations by which the Amalga JULIO RADILLO IS LEADING THE
AND WISHES PRIZE FIGHTING
WOULD
YEAR SHOWS LAND IS BEING
CAUSE AMERICAN
MUST TRY AGAIN TO SECURE
INSURRECTOS
mated organizers secured the Boston
the present situation, is not In the
OPERATING IN
TO BE SUPPRESED
REVENUE TO DROP OFF.
BETTER POPULATED
and Montana stock held by the Globe
THEIR RELEASE
city, as the vote for senator does not
HARASSED DISTRICT
bank. He did not believe the Law- take place until January 2S.
son advertising campaign had any re- Santa Fe, Ni M., Jan. 15. At the
The
1H2
15.
Jan.
year
increased
The
15.
Washington,
Ameri
brought
Bonds submitted
Chicago, Jan.
Washington, Jan. 15. The cruist-caucus of the- republican members of
office of County can Sugar Refining company went on ation to the Globe failure.
for the release of Frank M. Ryan, F. business to ilCASTRO'S FATE UNDECIDED.
Denver
has been ordered from San.
Mr.
said that Butte and
the lower house of the state legislaWashiDgtor, Jan. 15. The fate of H. Houlihan and William Schupe, sen- T re:-- purer and C ollector Eujrenlo Ro record at the outset of today's tariff Boston Burrage
Diego, Calif., to Acapulco, ilex., where
stock
was exchanged for
ture, which was held last night behind General Cipriano Castro's attempt to tenced to terms in prison for con- mero,
... to the statement
of hearing in favor of a reduced tantf
a desperate situation is reported, with
Koi-er- t
closed doors, members of the republi- enter the United States is now largeL. M. Ross.
The upon sugar, retention of the small Amalgamated, at a rate of four Americans in danger. She will
spiracy in the illegal transportation of his deputy,
sail
shares
of Amalgamated for one of
can party who have been openly sup- ly in the hands of
Secretary Nagel, Unamite, were disapproved by District receipts from tfii sources during' the differential duty upon refined sugar,
tomorrow and should arrive at the
Eutte
and
with
Boston,
Amalgamated Mexican
porters of the progressive party and who today received a report from the Attorney Charles W. Miller of Indiana year were $l'o!.:i44.13, while the dis "if protection is to be accorded to
port in about four days. Comat 130.
he said, was
who have gladly posed as Bull Moos-er- special board
of inquiry at New polis, in the United States
circuit bursements were $203,875.09. The re- any industry," and tne continuance
mander Washington has about 270
for
share with
pledged their allegiance once more York.
court of appeals here today. Bonds ceipts for 1931 Vere $196,853.84. while of the present color 'standard as the exchanged share
"jackies" aboard and a company of
to the Grand Old Party. Inrications
It Is understood that the board did of $30,000 for the release of Charles the disbursements were $190,537.77. most practical distinction between Amalgamated In the merger.
marines.
Mr.
Untermyer asked if Mr. Rogare that the progressives and regulars rot announce its conclusions as to N. Beum of Minneapolis weer approv- The balance on hand on December 31, raw and refined sugars for customs
The decision to send a warship to
ers and Mr. Rockefeller had not acin the house will work together with the admissibility of Castro, but sub- ed by the CQurt.
1912, was $77,9', 5.S2. while the balance house classifications.
Americans was reached early
protect
ft oppoi.ed the abolition of all duty quired Butte and Boston and Butte
the greatest of harmony.
mitted the record1 for - Secretary
District Attorney Miller declared on hand on December 31, 1911. was
after
today
alarming reports of the acand
Montana
and had then as direcupon sugar on the ground that It
Every republican member, whether Nagel's perusal before determining that the property scheduled for the $73,510.78.
tivity of rebels under Julio Radffio had
tors
of
the
to
voted
would
Amalgamated
buy
The surplus in 1911 was $6,316.07,
destroy at once one of the largprogressive or regular, attended the whether Castro should be deported or bonds of Ryan, Houlihan and Schupe
this stock for themselves, but Mr. been received through Ambassador
est sources of revenue.
caucus.
did not aggregate more than $37,500, while in 1912 the surplus was
Wilson at Mexico City.
Among those present was admitted.
The American company's position Burrage did not remember.
The board must make a decision while $200,000 should have been schedThe surplus is the mount left
Sheriff Jesus Romero of Bernalillo
Consul Edwards at Acapulco had
"But you know that the value of
was presented by Edwin F.
Atkins,
county, who stated that he had decid and if It authorizes Castro's admis- uled. Attorneys for the Chicago la- over from anmi il collections after an
that Inasmuch as the Mexsuggested
these
stocks
Increased
from $30,000,ed to cast his lot with the republican sion it would be beyond the power bor leaders said they would make an- nual expenses hive been paid. These vice president and acting head of the
ican commander of the town had adto
000
when
s
were
$104,000,000
WD0
they
Wfls accompanied by
sums are small for the past two years 9omPanv'
party forever and that he would never of Secretary Nagel to consider the other effort to- obtain securities .
mitted his inability to reinforce the
Mr. Atkins transferred to the Amalgamated?"
Later the court declined to approve and indicate the sound judgment and several other officials.
again work with any other political case unless some-- ' member of the
a warship should be sent.
garrison,
a
"Yes,
for
who
those
held
profit
organization. He stated that if he board of inquiry should appeal to a bond for $30,000 offered for the re- close figuring of the county officials contended that abolition of all duty the
The last report from Acapulco said
Mr.
answered
on
shares,"
all
Burrage.
would
cause
sugar
the termina
should ever face a situation where he him.
lease of William E. Reddin of Milwau- - who have chars," of the county's finan
Mr. Burrage said that in 1904 he Hadillo was operating In the country
levies were made tion "of the Cuban reciprocity treaty
could not remain a fatihful republican
keee because of the insufficiency of cial affairs. T !i
ordered
all his papers Hnd accounts about there aDd tha refugees from ev
under
which Cuban sugars get a prebe would retire from politics.
IOWA LEGISLATURE MEETS.
the surety. The court also declined sufficiency la.','!.oKt..31,xp?asw
l
tn
beeAnse-- , Mr, Lawson, and J PrZ .direction wero pouring
Des Moines, la., Jan. 15. Bills pro- to issue a writ of supersedeas admit- but were not high enough to work an ferential 'rate of "20 "per cent, and destroyed
ueorge W. Armijo, candidate for
town n
.f
!j
Mr.
were
an
alterin
Rogers
Cuba
engaged
presidential elector on the Roosevelt viding for a
judiciary in ting to bail Herbert Hockin of In unnecessary burden upon the taxpay- to 40 gives preferential rates of 20 cation.
portant Mexican ports on the Pacific.
per cent upon goods coming
'ticket last fall, stated that he was the state, mother's pensions, and for dianapolis, who was sentenced to six ers.
and atrocities by the
were
Depredations
both
friends
mine
of
"They
On December 31, 1911, the number from the United States.
still a progressive. He said he asked a cons ii i.u woiial amendment for in years in the federal prison at Leaven
rebels were reported.
indid
and
not
to
wish
I
approaching
become
He
also
declared
that free sugar
of tax receipts issued by the treasurer
for the position of clerk only upon come and occupation taxes were worth, Kansas.
Americans and other foreigners will
would open the United States mar volved," said Mr. Burrage.
his ability. Mr. Armijo said his sym- among 19 bills introduced in the lowHockin was the only convicted labor and collector for the taxes of 1911,
be taken aboard the Denver when
the
With
conclusion
his
cf
exami
to
kets
the importation of refined
pathies still are with the progressive er house of the Iowa legislatwre
man tar whom a writ of supersedeas was 1,420. while for the year ending
beet sugars from Europe on the BnT"f nation ,the committee recessed for reaches there if they so desire. The
cause.
was not asked when the matter was December 31, 1912, the number of tax
Denver is the nearest ship to the danterms as raw sugars in competition lunch.
John Baron Burg of Bernalillo
Both houses had short sessions and presented to the court a week ago,
receipts issued for taxes of 1912, was
ger point.
in Bad Health.
Rockefeller
with
domestic
refined.
county, one of the leading progres- adjourned until tomorrow when Gover"Hockin already has confessed his 1,775, an increase of 355j The county
Although the number of Americans
Although suffering from "shaking
"Free sugars, while the present
Clark will be inaugurated. f;uilt and there is no necessity in the treasurer accounts for such increase
sives, denies emphatically that the nor-elect
In the city of Acapulco proper Is not
to
and
unable
a
above
palsy"
speak
is
production
maintained," he said,
progressives will unite with the regcase for a writ of supersedeas pend- In 1912 tax receipts Issued over the
"would drop prices here so low as to whisper, William Rockefeller would large, there are large numbers In the
ular republicans. He stated the pro1911
of
the
period
corresponding
by
ing the decision of the appeal," said
be able to undergo a "brief examina- surrounding
country engaged
la
gradual cutting up of tfce larger land oesiroy tne Louisiana industry. The tion" before the house
gressives were present at the caucus THOMAS FAVORS
District Attorney Miller.
and mining. Grave fears
trust
ranching
money
beet
sugar
industry, particularly east
last night solely; for the purpose of
Attorneys for the convicted labor holdings and sales of small tracts to of the Mississippi
if his
testimony is of were entertained for their safety by
river, would de- committee
agreeing upon a list of employes for
leader said they had bonds ready for a numoer of Individuals, thus Increas
Bo Dr. C. state department ofticals as soon, a
"paramount
importance."
Porto
Rico
press
and Philippine sugthe house and were not bound by any
LOWER TARIFF Wilford B. Brown and William J. Mc ing the number of payments for taxes ars
M.
it was learned that refugees from
told
Richardson
committee
the
far below their production cost
other action taken by the meeting.
Cain of Kansas City, but they were and consequent issue of tax receipts.
the outlyng country were seeking
to
that
the
oil
said
submit
He
today.
and
make
Hawaiian production unThe treasurer's office is a busy
The house and senate met this
uot presented in court District Attorin Acapulco.
to
safety
magnate
prolonged
questioning
thus
profitable,
our
largely curtailing
place. A glance at the following table
morning in Joint session for the pur- COLORADO'S SENATOR-ELECa
or
The
rebels
cause
a
SO ney Miller left for Washington later
also control Casas Gran-dehemorrhage
might
present sources of supply."
pose of listening to the message of
in the day to confer with United of receipts and disbursement, prepar-- l
STATES IN MAKING SPEECH
where they have forced the suswhich
of the
swelling
larynx
Governor William C. McDonald. The
States Attorney General Wickersham ed by Mr. Ross, will convince the read
OF ACCEPTANCE TODAY.
would stop his breathing.
pension of operations on the railroad.
governor read the message himself. It
in regard to the labor cases. He will
While Dr. Richardson and Albert Reports to the state department todav
PULLED OFF BIG DEAL C.
was received with
(Continued on Prk Five)
applause, both from
Denver, Jan. 15. The senate and return to Chicago next Monday when
Burrage, who was concerned in , were more optimistic concerning con- the floor and the galleries.
house met in ioint session at noon the question of admitting the other
of the Amalgamat aitions along the border in Sonora and
the
At the, conclusion of the message, today, canvassed and certified yes- - leaders to bail will
TO LEASE C. P.
ed Copper company, testified, a list Chihuahua, but the stuation 1$ said
again be taken up
rITIIOUT
PEN
SCBATCI1
which dealt with a
New York, Jan. 15. It was learned
large variety of terday's vote by which C. S. Thomas by the court.
ot financial leaders waited to be to be bad in San Luis Potosi.
subjects, chief of which was the nec- and J. F. Hhafrot.lt were elected to
from an authoritative source in New
called.
They were President Hines
essity of a proper taxation system, a the United States senate from Colo-- :
York today that the Union Pacific ALBERT C. BURRAGE OF BOSTON of the Natioual City Bank of New
JOHNSON IS RELEASED,
Ship Ready to Sail
law abolishing gambling and
TELLS OF THE FORMATION
San Diego, Calif.-- Jam 15. Hurried
Chicago. Jan. 15. Jack Johnso.i, Railroad company plans to take over
prize rado for the short and long term re- York, George W. Perkins, Thomas M.
fighting, the day saloon, maintenance speetively.
OF AMALGAMATED COPPER.
who was intercepted at Battle Creek, the Central Pacific Railway company
Lamont, It. p. Davison and George preparations are being made on board
of the educational system
Senator Thomas m his speech of Mich., yesterday, while on his way to by lease from the Southern ' Pacific
F. Baker, Jr., the latter a son of tne the cruiser Denver to sail iomorrcnv
along pro
per lines, and joint action of the legis-- l acceptance declared in favor of tar-- Toronto, Canada, despite the terms company, and ia this way meet the
Washington, Jan. 15 Albert C. leading figure in the First National for Acapulco. The Denver has comlature with the executive with regard
reduction and explained that mi- - of a bail bond holding him within the requirements imposed by the su- Burrage of Boston was a witness be- bank. The committee will take up pleted target practice and except for
to partisanship, the legislature reces-jde- r jiff the
moeratio theory it should jurisdiction of the United States dis-se- preme court in its decree ordering fore the house money trust investi- the question of whether Mr. Rocke- docking is ready to sail. The cruiser
The senate will meet tomorrow, be a general downward revision. He trict court at Chicago, gave a satisfac-Th- e the dissolution of the Union and gating committee today. He testified feller is to be examined at an execu- has been out of
dry dock and in serhouse met this afternoon.
he was an organizer of the Amalga- tive meeting late today.
that it was not in accordance tory explanation to Judge Carpenter Southern Pacific.
( said
vice in Central American waters for
Prior to going into the joint ses- - with democratic principles to de-- , today. He was not surrendered on
Just how the Union Pacific is to mated Copper company in 1896. He
Mr. Perkins was the first to take: some time and the bottom Is believed;
siou, in the senate Holt introduced mand downward revision on all pro--j the $30,000 bond
assume
the Central's obligations to named as his assistants William the stand when the committee resum-!this
appear
he foul.
covering
Senate Bill No. 1, an act empowering ducts except those of a particular auoe, to answer charges of violating the Southern Pacific has not
yet been Rockefeller, Marcus Daly, H. H. Rog ed the hearing. Samuel Untermyer,! The Denver was to have sailed for
municipal 'corporations to care for state. He favored stronger feileral the Mann act, but was released.
determined, but it is supposed the ers and others, Mr. Burrage couia counsel for the committee asked:
the Nicaraguan station Friday. Cor;- sick and indigent persons.
This is control of 'corporations and prohibiThe $30,000 bond was allowed to transfer of the lease, if consummated, not remember how much was made
"What Is your present occupation?'' sequently preparations for departure
one of the laws endorsed by the mu- - tion of
directorates. He .stand and the prize fighter was re- will involve tho transfer of some of by the organizers in turning over
"Well, I am a student jupt now,", were well under way when the orders
"uapai league in session nere toony. also favored more effective banking quired to secure a new Bond on the the $126,000,000
Southern Pacific the various properties 10 the Amalga- answered Mr. Perkins, with a smile.! were received.
At the house republican caucus last laws,
mated.
"I also spend considerable time testi-- i
smuggling charge. Johnson said that stock now owned by the Union
'
night every republican and progres- "This year the Colorado legislature he shipped his automobiles to Toron
"Were the profits $39,000,000?" tying before congressional commit-- )
Bridge Burners Routed,
slve member was present, and, while Hpent 20 minutes
asked Mr. Untermyer.
1 fx
electing two United to to enjoy a few days' vacation beEI Paso. Texas, Jan.
Rebels
the proceedings were behind closed states senators
"I could not say," answered
DENVER MERCHANT DEAD.
where previously fore returning to Chicago.
Mr. Perkins told of having bee-ewho were buroinR brklg-- a
f0,
numbering
doors, it is understood that the pro- fr0m two to three weeks were
Denver, Jan. 15. J. S. Brown, head
member of the firm of J. P. Morgan Us on the Mexico Northwestern rail- ue could not remember his own and Company and of his connection road, were
OLD ADAGE DISPROVED.
Shat'roth
ut me j. n. urown anu isromer iucr- pledged themselves to work pied," declared Senator-elec- t
dispersed by a command
in harmony with the republicans dur--; ftx his speech of aceptance. This was
San Francisco, Jan. 15. Lightning cantile company, fell dead of heart Profits or those of Thomas W.
with the United Stales Steel corpora- of 100 federals a short distance below
the
session.
mentioned as one of the "benefits of does strike twice in the same place
ing
at S o'clock
this morning son, William
Rockefeller and Mr. tion. He was still a director and Juarez, according to advices received
A list of bouse employes
was the direct election system for choos- often.
while dressing. He bad been appar-- Roiers. Mr. Burrage said he got his member of the finance commilee of in Juarez this
Early this morning two
morning, 'fho rebel
agreed upon as follows:
bolts wrecked the 1'olnt Ron-it- a ently in perfect health. Mr. Brown profit in securities so far as he the corporation, he Bald, and had a were moving north toward
ing United Slates senators."
the borURr
could
Chaplain, Vicar General Forchegu.
The speaker congratulated Cololife saving station on the Marin was a multimillionaire and a pioneer
remember and did not get any great deal to do with its business or- city, destroying all
as
brid?ej
thny pro.
rado on the inauguration of this sys- county shore of the Golden Gate, The of Colorado, He was born in Can-- lint'e, Boston or
Clerk, Frank Slaplin.
Mr. ceeded.
A sharp, fhu-ganization, after it wa3 formed.
when
orctirroj
Asaintant clerk, Andres Romero.
tem and tlmnlsed the republican ineui- - thunderstorm was the first here since neaut, Ohio, in IS;::!. am) came to
"Will you hay that your profit was PerWiiH is a director
of tho Steel cor- the federals) mr. them am! tne r4jc!
Seargeant at arms, Martin Retrain). hers of the legislature who, under j .lanuury 2, 1912. Just after midnlgat Denver in iMfil, drivlrg an ,i team.
iiio more than $5,00(1,000?" a i ed Mr. poration and the International Har- retreated i,fi,4f
m;i! li.;; brief p.si.-.iant
Asidtlunt
iit ftrniH, J),
l iileniiyer.
pledK'", No, 1, VOttM fur the HucreKK-fil- l the firi-- t bolt splintered 1lie station
tO th
vester cwnpn.nv.
fr(!i,l-- ,l
p. !,,.,,.
' I could
not sav," anhwen-lie cluir- - Hijiiia! fclaff. Nut Imig att'-- a second GOVEf NOR
INSTALL TO
dejri'icni!!: ciueldal.-HMr.
f
u I UijN
for
'a
c.iicf'1
jir,
i
Kiro!!;!,
mid Hcli'il.ed cuniiersuili)!! na )h
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Jan.
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JANUARY

WEDNESDAY,

ever known to man. Some of the win steam majestically mrougn xne
greatest nations of the earth have canal and out upon the broad bosom
tried to build such a canal Phifip of of the Pacific
But now that the canal is being
Spain after several ineffectual attempts decided that if God had want- finished, the question arises: Where
ed a canal he would have built one, shall the exposition be held? It shall
and stopped work on it. The Isth- not be in an old city but In a new
mus of Panama when first snown on one, and which better than San FranThe Optic ptrttiiehes herewith the comotives, two in front and two in the map had a canal but bo Pacific cisco, the ctly of Ye'ba BuenaT
ocean, and it was not until six years With Its broad bay and expansive
assays which took second and 'third the rear.
later
locks
that nalboa discovered the Pa- ground it Bhould make an ideal stag:are
M.
these
C.
A.
dam
V.
and
in
The
contest
Gatun
the
prizes
ing for a world's fair, probably the
The first prize essay., written by Har- the Uwgest cement structures in the cific.
Columbus on his fourth voyage con- last for a half century to come. The
old Stowell, was published yesterday. world. The water, in the locks is iheld
The second and third prize produc- back try massive steel gates which fidently expected to find this canal. San Franciscans have shown by their
tions, written respectively by Cecil are the largest ever constructed.
England sent forth such men as Ho- energy in other matters that they are
The material from the Culebra tut ratio Nelson only to have them return eminently fitted to take charge of
Reed and Ben Strickfaden, Jr., folis loaded onto cars by huge steam defeated, France, the power which such an important affair. For inlow hi the order named:
aud then transported out to under Napoleon had subjugated Eu- stance on that terrible day .in 1906
shovels
"The Panama Canal and San Francisand dumped into the Bea rope, made the most successful at- when they beheld their fair city in
breakwater
co Exposition."
Dy a huge plow worked1 by a cable tempt; but her machinery still rots heaps of smoking ashes at their feet,
comThis year will celebrate the
on the engine. When the French un- on the banks of ithe Chagres.
they said "We will build ourselves a
pletion of the Panama canal which Is dertook to de the work the dirt was
larger and better city ' and in the six
of
tots
in
at
But
wonders,
age
last,
a wedding of the waters of the Atlan- handled
wtih a common shovel. One the twentieth century, America, the short years following they have
tic ocean on the east and the Pacific
showed the difference be- young and strong, came to the front.
wonderfully well.
ocean on the west. Nations have picture
The school children of San Fran
tween the two ehovels.
down
about
to
There were giants
conquer
failed for centuries to brln
cisco have
a
The construction train and steam
asking to
there In Panama as ttiose who had have the signed petition
this union. Balboa first conceived the
bell sent to their
on
a
are
shovel
worked
moveable
Liberty
across
tried well knew. On one hand there
Idea that a canal should be cut
city for the exposition.
track. When all the dirt within
laid the Chagres, "a raging lion serv
this isthmus but Spain aid nothing to
Dr. Fisher said that the bell in gosteam shovel has been
reach
the
of
on
whom it might devour," and
wards it. De Lesseps came later
west will include Las Vegas in
comes along ing
track
a
lifter
ing
removed,
venomous
the other the swamp,
with the untold wealth of France and
its
and I have no doubt in
and moves the track over within
itinerary
snake In the grass. But America
failed because he could not conquer
my mind that t&ewsands of people
reach of the bank. The' great object was
inwise to a new way of doing,
the great giants that were there.
will flock to see1 the historic old bell
in all the work is to save time and
stead of damming the Chagres, turnit
up
took
States
the
puitfi.1
which:
yhen
labor.
it into a new course, of avoiding
of
H tfce
in lS04, they oglg
The youngest nation in the world ing
"Ring out the old;
we harnessed it, made it carry our
It,
the giants that ha4 made Pel,eS&Ps has been successful in the building
Rang in the new;
burdens and perform our labors. The
fail was the swamps which bred th0
out the false;
he canai reho'1yfig in it the high
Rang
csraaip, fcerf&i, was treated differThis was conquered W est moral achievement.
mosquito.
V RanST in the tnie,"
j ently.
Covering the surface o( the swamps
The Atlantic is the ocean of yes'W'O went after it without our moswith oil or by draining them.
terday while the Pacific Is the ocean
quito hrlga3e pouring oil on the watThe second of these giants was the of tomorrow, therefore it is only fit ers and
killing off the mosquitoes
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
river Chagres which would some- ting that the celebration of the wed- by millions.
times rise 40 feet in a single night, ding Bhould be in some city on the
Then commenced the work of conthus covering up the equipment Thin Pacific. On investigation it was found
Some idea of the magniSanta Fe, N. M., Jan. 15. In the
river was dammed up and made q that San Francisco
was the beBt struction.
work may be had from state eupreme court today, Chief Jus
this
of
tude
of
and
in
tie
This
is
a
part
filling
city
place.
form a iake which will
the Tact that if the excavation from tice Roberts, Mr. Justice Parker. Mr.
preparing ground for the exposition. the Culebra cut were loaded into Justice
the canal.
Hanna and Supreme Court
The third' and last of these giants Many states and several foreign na- cars It would reach around the earth
D. Sena, present, the folClerk
Jose
site
selected'
the
ot
tions have already
was sin, This was partly put
four times and the concrete used in lowing business was transacted;
wholly conquered by putting ia many" for their buildings. Japan says that the Gatun locks would make a pyra-- i
Case No. i4Si, Smith and Ricker,
on
Young Men's Christian Association she will spend a million dollars
mid large enough to cover the Penn'
vs. Hill Brothers, consist
appellees,
her building, and after the exposition'
building in various places.
sylvania depot.
M. Hill, L. E. Hill, F.
of
George
ing
to
the
will
the
building
present
The Culebra cut had to be terraced she
The very massiveness of the mater,
Hill, Bias Duran and the El Paso
Is
at
she
to
that
show
States
United
maaccount
of the slides. Enough
on
ials should show the greatness of Bank and Trust company, a corporaterial slid down to form a pyramid peace with us.
the enterprise. It seems hard to Im- tion; appeal from district court TorThe buildings will be lfl Man;
high enough to cover the Wolworth
as to require rance county reversed.
is agine such a power
building In New York, which is 55 stor- beautiful colors. A color scheme
of concrete and seven foot
mountains
Case No. 1504, Simon Vorenberg
ies high. The cement used would being worked out so that they will gates of sheer steel to hold back its
as Vorenberg
Mercantile
Tarding
harmonize
covall
to
perfectly.
form a pyramid large enough
rushing force, but such are the Gatun company, appellant vs. Elijah Rosser- Tills exposition will be the largest locks and such the power they coner Pennsylvania station in New York.
man, appellee, appeal from district
If all the dirt that has been taken ever held en the American continent. tend against. Machinery has been
Mora county reversed.
court,
out of the canal was placed on a train It will no doubt be as large as all tae used as far as possible in the conNo. 1485, Milton Dow, vs. J. A.
Case
of cars it would reach four times other American
expositions com- struction and the number of men
impson,
appellant, Torrance connty
around the world.
bined.,
minimized, but it was extremely hard
motion
for rehearing granted and
The city is building great hotels to
The three great factors in the caneven this small force from set for arguments
keep
February 2.
s
of
al are the steam shovel, Colonel In order to be able to accommodate being corrupted, such
Case No. 1438, La Cueva
Ranch
the large crowds which are expected vice were Panama and similar cities.
Goethals and the American laborer.
N. Rodcompany,
appellant,
In
of the world.
But at last the answer was found and riguez, et als., appellee's, appeal from
The first ship is to go through on from all nations
1915 San Francisco will be host to
must
1913.
The
very simple it was: the Y. M. C. A. district court, Mor Ainty motion
ships
September 20,
who have never
Some of this machinery was Intricate ror reneanng granted and set for ar
,be raised 85 feet apove sea level by many foreign people
means of great locks near each end visited America and. also to many but it was all practical. There were gument February 2.
who have never
the aerial tramway, the steam shov
of the canal. The Chagres river fur American people
Case No. 1506, A. L. Morgan nad
coast.
on
been
the
nishes the water for these locks. At ;
el, the car scraper, the track mover, the American Surety company of New
the steam drill, the cranes, etc.
the lowest water about 26 ships can
York, appellants, vs. Nathan Salmon,
But now the work Is nearing com' appellee, appeal from district court,
be passed through the canal in a j "The Panama Canal and San Francisco Exposition."
pletion and some time In January, Santa Fe county submitted on briefs.
day and when the water Is higher
Jolof
one
is
more.
Panama
1015, the IT. S. battleship Oregon
the
will
canal,
be
Case No. 1512 argued and submit
This,
many
Ships
guided
vessels
of
n
lesser
train
ted.
through the locks by four electric lo the greatest pieces of engineering inwpi hv
William I. Ilobb of Columbus, made
application for diversion of 13.4 second feet from Stevenson draw flood
waters to Irrigate 1120 acres.
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CAPITAL PAID IN

A. CONTEST

",rnk Springer,

Leis Vegas

The new food is a skillfull blend of the
rich nourishment of wheat, corn and
rice.
fla-voursa-

It costs about 11c the dish and brings pleas-urto many a breakfast table.

nd

o

i?k1

IHc, oxcopfc in oxtromo

Wml,

DWERTiSED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at atale.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, noi
.
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
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EMPRESS , you know, is that "Itnchty-Goed- "
O
Flour that makes Baking

A.
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OF FARMERS'

MEETING
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Trv a Sack You'll Like it.

Fort Worth, Texas, Jan. 15. A special convention of the Farmers' union
of Texas met here today for the purpose of discussing matters of policy
and formulating plans for extending
the
the membership and increai-iiiiiifliii-ncof the organization In
I'"rt of. tli elale. National president
'. S. Barrett nii'i olli?r Icadum of tiifi
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SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour

Washington, Jan. 15x Under a decision of the department of the interior more than 6,000,000 acres of
Indian lands In several western states
have been thrown open to homesteaders and Indians for free grazing purposes At the same time rates have
been published under which cattlemen may use the lands for grazing and
thus provide an income for the Indian owners until the lands have been

i
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Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

paper publishers from every section
of the south, many of them accompanied by their wives and' families,
arrived In New Orleans today for the
annual meeting of the Southern
Newspaper Publishers' Association.
The sessions will begin tomorrow
morning and continue over Friday.
On the day following the close of
the convention the members will depart on a journey to Panama to inspect the progress of the canal work.

I

I
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SOUTHERN PUBLISHERS MEET.
New Orleans, La., Jan. 15. News-

fl-

111

Treasure'

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY

BIG BONSPIEL AT EDMONTON
Kdmonton, Alta., Jan. 15. Bedecked in banter and mitts an army of
curlers came to town today to participate in the eijdit annual provincial
ImiiKiiinI, miller the awpices of the
ruiiihtfs clubs of greater Kdmonton.
Tint cnliii'B iinlmli' riulsB Horn points
t
us Toronto iind Vannit 1;ir
t lliti lU
Vlitll ilci ;,Jy u'
H;IJVl-f- ,
inliM of M,nilii,lja, iliisi'iili hi'wun
'Jin! (WiiH.d A ili'llil (epic, nil fj.
VI

President
Vice President

Interest PeJd on Deposits

OPPOSE SUGAR DUTY CHANGE.
Washington, D. C., Jan. 15. The
house ways and means committee
hearings on tariff revision, which up
to the present time have been of a
rather humdrum character, were gal
vanized into life today when the
committee took up for consideration
Schedule E, embracing sugar and
Prom
manufactures.
the moment
when the revision, of the tariff became a certainty it has been foreseen
by all interested parties that the sug
ar schedule would present one of the
most difficult problems on the entire
list. To avoid arousing the ire of
a large section ot the south and west
and at the same time act In consist
ence with the democratic policy of
tariff reduction la the apparently 1m
possible task that, confronts those en
trusted wltr the work of framing the
new tariff bill. Representatives of
the American Cane Growers' association from Louisiana and neighboring
etates were on hand In force today
to present their arguments for the
retention of the present schedule on
Thej beet growers of 'the
pugar
western etates are acting in hearty
with the cane growers
in the movement to prevent any reduction in the sugar duty.

ll 1,1..
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Savings Bank

Wm. G. Haydoo
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

-

Sold by rcrocorn everywher- e- Packages 10c

T- - HMK'-

Office with the San Migael National Bani

-

Makes a delicious dish
for the morning meal,

V)15"

Capital Stock, $30,000.00

I
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INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
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LAS VEGAS

bell-hole-

For breakfast there's nothing quite so
forting as a dish of good hot porridge

(l7

nt

fit

A Food
To MaJke Folks Cheery

50 .000.00

J. kt. Cunningham, PresldenL
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SURPLUS

9100,000.00
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BS cause CATADnO

OPTIC

JANUARY

WEDNESDAY,

GUYOT TO DRIVE

BAD BLOOD DOES

BUI LITTLE

OaIiV

I1THE

HIS FAMOUS

A cold will usually aggravate tie symptoms of Catarrh, just as it may la-crease the pains of Rieamatism. Eut the cold has bo more to do with the
I'Ji tie other. Bad blood is the underlying-j real cacse ef the one LLaa
caasefor Catarrh; the circulation i3 infected with Impnritie3 which are de-- f
posited into then ncoti3 membranes causing inflammation and irritation,
followed by excessive secretion of the nose and throat, roarinsr sounds in
j the ears, neuralgia, inflamed eyes, etc Being a deep-seatblood trouble,
STCC
MARKET hrOT IMPROVING ; Catarrh mast be treated constitutionally, for it is beyond the reach of local FRENCH DRIVER WITH ENGLISH
treatment. The blood must be purified the cause re- AS RAPIDLY AS WAS
CAR, FAST COMBINATION.
arflTJ
Tt-- p moved before a cure can be effected. S. S. S. cures Ca- TO ENTER RACES
H;?S.
; It
tarrh by cleansing the blood of all impure catarrhal inat- j

15,
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1913.
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PROGRESS

SUNBEAM

In Rash on Leg.

Spread to Other
Parts of Body. Several Boils.
Pain Caused Nervousness and
Loss of Sleep.
Cuticura Soap
GOVERNMENT
and Ointment Effected Cure.

ed

Xew

Jaa.

rvt,

CC

Jaaa- -

I5.-- S:c

and at thesame time building up the system by its
.
cci.c-u-xu uiucr wuiua o. w. v3. cures tue Lrou

IIIBER

336 W. 20th St., Lo Angelet. Cat
"The skin affection began in a little red
colored rash on my riht lt. and gradually
spread to other parts of my
body. Then small pimplej
appeared and later several
boils n my leg. The skin
around the boils was at
first bright red, and afterwards became darker colored. The clothing irritated
the asreg. The pain caused
nervousness
and loss of
sleep, and the Itching was
Intense. After using various remedies for
about six months I saw bow a person af-

ludiana,toli8, Ind., :Jan. 15. The
presence of the famous French driv
distinctly
instead cf saturating- them with
sarins er, Guyot, seated at the wheel of
an pro--.
tarrhal impurities. Special book on Catan-- and any the lamous Sunbeam racer, the Engssdsras
is actiritr or medical advice free to all who write and request same. S. S. S. is for sale lish car, which until
f,- -,
recently held the
ecfcduW a ,
2ES SW2FT SPECIFIC CO ATLANTA. CA.
records from six to 12 hours, made
r
than a
on the Brooklands track, is a possib
aisd'--i a?3. ai'i there is smjle rea - '! - credit abroad, considering the well as politically. For the time be- ility in the 500 mile rate to be run
fir jrater eotfUeaee beea3S large excess of exports over imports ing at least the market will most at the lndianaiKlis Motor Spesdway
aa'vorable !' wbich eontinned through 1312. The likely have the support of powerful Memorial day.
tie ae&,fy
ati-iiisooea' - nusna! character of this movement banking interests who have underKjdiix.s hire sea
Charles W. Sedwick, dire(.tor of the
flicted with skin disease was cured by using
&5
fc;
aid improvement emphasizes two points. First, the written the new flotations
Motor speedway, who recently return Cuticura
Soap and Ointment.
HENRY CLEWS.
ra tie e.ct.?j market ktst evettaal-- eiceptional strain in turope, second.
ed from Europe, where he visHed the
I bathed the sores with Cuticura Soap
fin- to
oar
readiness
and
ability
give
effect
Live
a
s":z.'.izz
upon
t
foreign factories in search of entries and hot water and then applied Cuticura
Ointment and after about six months' conEVERY STREET IN EAST tAS
?rzr.:'.s Fiad are ecw rt3nuEg aneia! aid to Europe. The Bank of
for the big race, has received the stant treatment
the sores gradually healed
i5ftirTj. frf-- r
VEGAS
Crop; r.r..JC3 rate remains uncnangea
L.
from
chief
Coataler.,
leaving the skin soft and smooth. Cuticura
having been reduced $S4,0w,-ti- Has Its Share of the Proof That Kid- proposition
cufi'is have moderated. So. too, j
8oap and Ointment effected a complete
engineer of the Sunbeam Motor cure."
11x23
week and the reserve
(Signed) H. A. Robinson, Feb. 24, '12.
tie Rsemeui f legitimate
ney Sufferers Seek
works
who,
at
Eng.,
.
Wolverhampton,
If you wish a skin clear of pimples,
wiii is siowiEg tie contrac- - "ease.1 $ 1ZA OO'vO. In an rrobabil-fes- Backache Kidneys weak?
ovet
a
in
to
visit
recent
talked
Paris,
and other annoying eruptions, hands
advance la the bank rate
Distressed with urinary ills?
ciiii ar this seaiC'is. The Jaa-j1- !
the matter with Guyot of driving the soft and white, hair live and glossy, and
"0'Jld have occurred had we insisted
wer
(Slsi
ts
estimateJ
free from dandruff and Itching, begin
Want a reliable kidney remedy?
tsrr
ireciz.
Sunbeam in the America auto classic. scalp
y
.
the regular use of Cuticura Soap for
n
a.t V-- t
importicg gold a tew weeks
Don't have to look far. Ubc what In a
tv.npon
writfrom
letter
Coatalen,
Paris,
the toilet, bath and shampoo, assisted by
azo- as Tas within our power. Once j
set ar;ared la tie .nrestraest
East
Vegas people recommended.
ing to Mr. Sedwick ays: "I have met an occasional light application of Cuticura
' rvn? turope is aepenamg upon- .ew
Ei.Ti.? to air eiterX profcafcly
Every street in East Las Vegas has Guyot of Paris, who would be will- Ointment. Sold everywhere. Liberal sample
'
of each mailed free, with 32-Skin Book. Adcf tie dsiay ia Ee cflerinss Tork for aid in time of stress,
its cases.
ing to go to Indianapolis for the big dress
"Cuticura,
T, Boston.'!
Dept.
woIt tas i Public opinion has again been
wtfci ar fsst
Las
Yef,"as
Here's one East
MTender-face- d
men should use Cuticura
I should be willing to lend nlm
race.
that more or less diverted by doings at man's experience.
fcT2 ima-B-to? wis tiise
Soap Shaving Stick, 250. Sample free.
my six cylinder Sunbeam car, the
sr TiZrc.is aal fadssalal eosceras Wasbiagton. The decision pt the
Let Mrs. L. J. Meyer, of 225 Rail- identical car which holds the world's requests were filed and filled in the
wsew capita.! arpii- - Supreme Court regarding the distri- - roaa avenue, tell it
.!
records
from six to 12 hours. Guyot order of their being received.
buti-ono
cf Southern Pacific had
these tare &?& held
she 3avs: "In 1902 a member ot is a famous French
driver, who won
The Wolverine Automobile club has
rosdi-- ; serionsiy adverse effect.
The mar-tIE- cur household gave a public statefrc Lr. eiii-- r moce-Prix
the
four
Grand
years ago, and the honor of being the first automo
-wl4t hive ej etamed. Fori ket, however, is still waiting for the ment in praise of Doan's Kidney Pills has driven in all
'big event's on the bile club to be served with its reserCis rsasca tie market is likely here- - decision upon the famous Minnesota and confirmed it in January, 1907.
would
This
make you a vation. The Detroit club, which tour.
continent
iSzsr to receive the support of fci? t rate jcase. Hearings have started Thi3 person thinks as highly of Doan's
I shall be back ed to the race last
comboination.
good
the
tariff
and
thus far nothing Kidney Pills now as ever. This rem;
year and which
the upon
interests who
has happened to change the belief edy brought complete relief from kid- at the works early In January and will probably do so this year, took,
for stsch
a block of 500 seats. This order was
the way that no radical revision will be at- ney trouble which was shown by shall be glad to hear from you."
OLk aas
iiit.r.-Hesides winning the Grand Prix in made at the close of the race last
Some
least
at
at
a
a
wiS
present
and other annoying
pains in
t'''?.1;'' issue, goodly tempted,
finished second in 1909. year but was renewed
WTe
of which may he ned for interesting testimony was presented difficulties.
shortly before
have procured l!it)S, Guyot
He has been racing for 12 years and the holidays. The Hoosier Motor
cnlizanons-FEr".ecuron
at
the
and
r
hearings
tern
hanking
Doan's Kidney Pills at the Center
Ej,
is one of the record racing kings of club of
Indianapolis has taken 600
ITjraJ issi-'- s ar expected rency, and the outlook for a reform Block Pharmacy and have been so
He is an aviator as well seats and 30 parking spaces.
Europe.
more
on
bill
this important topic is
::h:a a frw diys.
greatly benefited that we can speak as a race driver
The National Cash Register com'
ease cf the local mon-- encouraging than for many years. highly in their praise."
The f t
saw Guyot In Paris and pany was on deck with an order for
riiriet has airaJy had the effect There is, however, a wide diversion For sale by all dealers. Price 50 Sedwick
the driver said he would be glad of 500 seats. The company will throw
of opinion upon the central reserve cents. Foster-Milburcf staiti3.r gold eiports. The
Co., Buffalo,
the
chance to win the big race, if It an automobile party for its employes
SuThe
decision
feature.
of
Great
in
the
f
trade
New
sole
for
United
the
activity
York,
agents
could
be anrnged for him to have a on the day of the race.
corcotton
court
against the
Eritala izi alsi to a lesser decree preme
States.
mount.
Mr. Sedwick has answered
James p. Gamble, a, lumberman of
tas imposed a tremen-ic.-- s ner will have a favorable effect inname
Remember the
Doan's and
Coatalen,
suggestng that a Sunbeair Highland Park, Ky., bought hte first
striis epos the nnancial re- asmuch as it wiil allow freer play take no other. Adv.
entry with Guyot named as the driv- parking space for a machine. Among
'.r: cf those cotiEtrtes for some i of individual opinion in the markets
er, would be welcome news for the the requests for reservation are those
in Earot-- the situation and will prevent huge and dangerous
time
He also pointed from practically every automobile fac
Speedway officials.
was ax3T3.vs.teil by excessive specu-litio- speculations.
S
world-wid- e
to Coal- tory in the United
out
the
advantages
war came at an
The
effects
tariff
The unfavorable
States, each of
of
BASEBALL NOTES.
Q
car which will sqnd a big party. There
Sunbeam
if
men's
the
company,
moment and forced aisd trust agitation have been thor,
should race home a winner.
wre filled hundreds of private orders
in be Earopean oughly discounted. So, too, has the
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ta f 415 ?,0v, aggravated bonos are at a figure that yields very clothing concern in Steubenville, O. ability runs. The performance of the
Edward Courtney of the Portland Sunbeam on .Tuna 25 and 26 In the
Albuquerque, N. M., Jna. 15i After
tie fa arl a severe financial j attractive returns, especially when Pacific
Coast league baseball club, 1.000 mile racs over ti e Dieppe rlr-tu- the
jury had been empanelled and
&raraac was only narrowly avert- - i compared with the recent fall in has organized
a basketball team at
for the Grand Prix was note- sworn in today In the case of the
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ed. The strain at Vienna
passed money rates. Cbeap money usually
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worthy. It achlfe.el a victory without United States versus Estanislado Deb
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and in view of the sharp decline,
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1716 horsepo
r, ing liquor to Indians, United States
lie great European banks from five to 20 points in the best southern
cities in search of a suit- iriven by Rigal, Resti and Medimger District
ure tot as strong as they should be, shares during December, the market
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place
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circulation is 42,--, demand for investments which will
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The sale of seats for the
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gold from New to the more hopeful views expressed
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BUREAU MAKING.
PROGRESS IN EFFORT TO
SAVE HUMAN LIVES.

tioned in this connection, Mure tnaa
worth of coal is bought annually by the government under specifications prepared by the bureau of
mines; and additional fueh to the
value of $3,000,000 is bought by it under the general advice or the bureau.
The benefits have been both general
and special, the real saving being
several times as great as the actual
money saved because of the securing
of a better coal.
During the year every mine in the
United States at which an explosion
or fire of any note occurred was visited by one or more engineers of the
bureau, says Director Holmes, who
In
with or with the approval of the state or mine officials,
investigated the cause of the disaster
and gave such aid as was possible ii
preventing further loss of lite and
resources. Many other mines were
investigated.
In all but two ot the mines where
large disastrous explosions have taken place during the last few years
open lights were used, he says, and
if safety conditions are to be improved, it seems probable that the
use of electric lamps will be widely
extended. The bureau has made
tests showing how electric motors
should be incased to render safer
their operation in gaseous coal
mines. It has shown that explosive
mixtures of mine gases may be ignit
ed by the breaking of an electric
light bulb.
The director dwells on the necessity of trying to prevent explosions
rather than check them after they
are started. In this connection he
calls attention to the fact that there
has been a "revolution in the use of
explosives in coal mining," and the
work of the bureau "in investigating
explosives has alone a value far
greater than the entire cost ot maintaining the bureau since its establishment." He says that now more
than 13,000,000 pounds Si year are be
ing used of "permissable explosives,"
wheieas a few years ago practically
none was used. Much can still be
done In this direction, he adds, "and
it is of great importance that investigations should be conducted with
explosives for use in the metal mines
and quarries of the country."
$3,000,000

Washington, Jan. 15. One miner's
life is snuffed out with every 183,000
tons of coal, mined in the United
States. In 1907 when the federal bureau of mines was beginning its work
the ratio was greater: One life was
Siven with every 144,000 tons. Dr.
Joseph A. Holmes, director of the
United States bureau of mines, in his
annual report today to Secretary
Fisher attributes the decrease in the
mortality to the federal government's
work In the mining fields, and points
out how the enormous death list may
be still further reduced.
While much remains to be done.
Including a broad extension of the investigation, of accident and rescue
work so that it will include metal
and other mineral mines as well as
coal mines, Dr. Holmes shows that
whereas there was an average of
6.93 men killed for every 1,000,000
tons of coal mined in 1907, this number decreased steadily to 6.05 in 1908,
to 5.79 the next year, 5.66 in 1910
and 5.48 in the calendar year 1911.
The figures for the year Just closed,
it Is estimated, will show further decrease In the death rate.
The death rate In the metal mines
of the country is nearly as high, he
declares, as in the coal fields, averaging more than three men per thousand employed; the death rate in
the quarries is larger than it should
be, averaging far more than that in
foreign quarries; and the same is
true in metallurgical plantB. He recommends, therefore, that the bureau
be given money to carry its
investigation Into these other
fields In larger measure than the limso far granted
ited appropriations
have allowed.
The enormous annual loss in mining and preparing coal for market,
the huge waste of natural gas, as PAPE'S DUFEPSIN
well as lack of efficiency and waste
In the metal mining industries are
REGULATES STGMCil
mentioned by Dr. Holmes. This extravagance of natural resources, he
asserts, should be checked.
TIME IT1 IN FIVE MINUTES GAS,
"Pioneer educational work, tempoSOURNESS AND INDIGESTION
rary In character," Is the way in
IS GONE
which the director refers to the mine
Do some foods you eat hit back-ta- ste
rescue and first aid work among the
good, but work badly; ferment
more than 700,000 miners in the 15,- cause a sick,
000 mines of the country. Ultimately into stubborn lumps and
this must be tak-- n care of, he says, sour, gassy stomach? Now, Mr. and
Mrs. Dyspetio jot this down: Pape's
by the coal mining companies through
the training and organization of min- Diapepsin gets everything, leaving noers at each of the larger mines or thing to sour and upset you. There
wa sanythlng so safely quick,
groups of mines. He states that al- never
so certainly effective. No difference
ready a number of companies maintain rescue stations at their own ex- how badly your stomach is disorderpense. The chief purpose of the bu- ed you will get hapy relief in five
reau of mines is to train miners in minutes, but what pleases you most
first-aid- ,
and fire fight- is that it strengthens and regulates
can eat your faing methods; and he adds tbat "dur- your stomach so you
without
fear.
vorite
foods
ing the year more than 30,000 miners
Most remedies give you relief some
have attended the lectures and dem
onstrations given- - from the mine times they are slow but not sure.
safety cars; more than 1,000 addition Diapepsin is quick, positive and puts
al miners received training sufficient your stomach in a healthy condition
to enable them to participate in ac- so the misery won't come back.
You feel different a? soon as Diar
tual
work, and more
tae
than twice that number have been pepsin comes in contact with
added to the list of miners trained in stomach distress Just vanishes your
stomach gets sweet, no gases, no
first-aipractice."
Health conditions
in and about belching, no eructations of undigested
mines should be investigated, in the food, your head clears and you feel
opinion of Dr. Holmes. Preliminary fine.
Oo now, make the best Investment
Inquiries, he says, "have Indicated
the prevalence of tuberculosis and you ever made by getting a large
case of Pape's Diapepsin from
the presence of hookworm as min cent
ers' diseases in several different lo any drug store. You realize In five
calities in the United States. It Is minutes how needless it is to suffer
important that this work should be from Indigestion, dyspepsia or any
extended rapidly, because of the fact stomach disorder. Adv.
that the health conditions, as well aj
BROTHERS GAIN RESPITE
the risk of accidents, may be Influenced by conditions susceptible of
Halifax, N. S., .Tan. 15. Instead of
easy improvement.
dying on the gallows today, in ac"The large and continuous influx cordance with the sentence originally
of foreignlers into the mining reg- pronounced on them, the there Graves
ions of the United States may bring brothers spent the day in unttsuully
to an Increasing extent the hook- good spirits, thankful that a respite
worm and other diseases that exist had given them a new leasa of, life
in mines In parts of certain Euro- and hopeful that another trial will
Various questions enable thorn to escape the extreme
pean countries.
that concern the health of workers penalty of the law. Their case has
in mines, quarries and metallurgical attracted an extraordinary amount of
plants cannot be anawerea finally attention throughout this section,
without investigations and inquiries chiefly because it furnishes the first
that are national in cope. Among instance of record In whirl)
sucb questions are the most efficl-cien- t brothers have been coni!ev r.(. j to
ro ithods of preventing the dis- death in eastern Cunada
Ti c-eases ppculiar to mining and metal- of which they
i
lurgical industries, and the most e- (he iiiiiKii r r f Kt in t
lective sanitary precaiiatioi.s to In Ulle m .lime la-- t
1h t r
i
observed in and about mines and a fis in an
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induce visitors to come. What source lative sentiment was upset today as
popular piJu(lire, as for instance
.
i
. .
of
the
pending '" "Investigation"
- ,vJ-- a;
A of revenue would the surrounding a result of the severe decline of the ff
j
two
markets
and
In
Van
Pollock
last
gave
Valkenburgp.
days. Foreign
Judges
country at large, and Las Vegas
1879
ESTABLISHED
for pursuing the only possible course
particular, derive from these visitors? an unexpected exhibition of strength
some
open toi them under the law. The
Probably, the dry goods store would and prices of Americans rose in
LonPublised Ey ,
as
in
as
a
much
instances
and
point
very , natural reluctance of a buyer
more
few
overalls,
a
sell
slickers
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
to pay more than he can avoid paythe hardwaremen would sell a few don.
Assisted by this influence and by
(Incorporated)
ing is being advanced with grotesque
more fishing hooks, the grocerymen a
seriousness as the only proper basts
ia-SMill
few more pounds of coffee and ba- some investment buying induced by l
all consideration"
more the lower level of quotations, hull
for
action,
Judicial
few
a
the
and
con,
liquorman
EDITOR
M. M. PADGETT
of the. other side of the case being
cases of beer. Would all of these off- traders bought stocks liberally at the
e
airily waved" aside. Judges who act SAYS THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD set the loss that this town and the outset, with resultant sharp gains.
P
in accordance with their oath of ofCONTINUE TO ALLOW CATsurrounding country would suffer Hasty realizing and concentrated
1
fice are being haled before the bar of
TLE AND SHEEP IN PECOS
through the curtailment to the cattle pressure against the coalers under
o
congress as though they had been
and sheep industries? I believe not. mined the list, however, and subse1
of heinous offenses.
Jose A. Baca Is not one of those
Is it not a fact, and I'believe the quent movements were variable.
Entered at Uie postoffice at liast proved guilty
t!
of this policy persons who believe the Pecos forThe market timidly improved in
will bear me out In my
butchers
Laa Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis-kio- i The very maliciousness
'
its
sufficient
is
argument
F
against
.
est
reserve
Bhould
I
be
tone,
converted
despite a sharp attack on South- I
into, statement, that over half the cattle
j4&
'
through the United States mails
1
noon reached
before
and
adoption.
Pacific
or
a
ern
used
wild
for
animal
local
for
in
rather,
town
suppre
this
second class matter.
slaughtered
o
serve. He says he Is In favor of the ply, are pastured and fattened in the a level well above yesterday's close.
p;oject provided It will not Interfere Pecos forest? Would you not, Mr. Bonds were steady.
TF.RMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dullness and lower prices followed
with the sheep and cattle industry Editor, rather have on your table
Carrier:
Dally, by
Signs Slake
the
mutMr.
in
Baca
has
his
views
morning advance. The recessions
.05
some fat, juicy beef and tender
expressed
Per Copy
the following communication to The ton, raised and fattened at your very were limited to fractionate and seem15
Itae Wek
more In the nature
65
Optic:
doors, In preference to the cold stor- ed to be rather
Ove Month
and bear sellsales
of
of
Editor
7.50
profit
taking
The
the
Optic,
packing
age article, product of
One Year
American Telephone was fed
I always take an inter house?
ing.
Dear
Sir:
More Effective
Mail
Daily by
est in any question or subject in
$6.00
It is very true that the cattle and out constantly and lost two points.
One Year
n.p,
which Las Vegas and its surrounding sheep that now are or will be pastur New York, Chicago and St. Louis
3.00
3x Months
country' are concerned, whether I ex ed in the Pecos forest, can go to the jumped five points on the Increase
Newspaper advertising imforms the reader
about what you have to sell. Perhaps he may not be
press my opinion publicly or not.
Jemez reserve, but, is this town and in its annual dividend to four per
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
near your store at the time.
Your editorial of Friday's issue on the surrounding country so prosperous cent.
BLAMES
CITY DIVINE
KANSAS
GROWER
Weakness cropped out again at
The Pecos Forest Game Preserve, be that we can afford to lose all or part
"TURKEY TROT" FOR IMMORBut your Electric Sign catches his eye when
?2.0fl
One Yoa,r ..
ALITY AND DIVORCE
ing a very Important one, I for one, of the cattle or sheep business and various points. The generM list was
he is ncai your store. It reminds him of what you
Months
the
much
not
li
disturbed,
although
and without any apology for my state- have it moved to the Jemez reserve,
advertised. He is impelled to enter.
Le"The 'turkey trot and kindred dan- ments, will frankly say that I am op- and thereby have the counties of trend was lower. Reading and
to near the
returned
Your Electric Sign is the link between his
fCash in Advance for Mall Subscrip ces now so much in vogue encourage posed to the project, or even to ex- Sandoval, Rio Arriba and Taos reap high Valley
detire to have a thing'and the act of securing it. Then,
lowest, and there was also a
mfls
as
in
early
clude
fro
to
the
benefit?
an
pastures,
sheep
degree
astonishing
immorality
tions)
severe fall in the Rock Island Issues.
too, think of all the transient ttade your sign will draw.
On the other hand, why should
Remit by draft, check or money and are therefore indirectly respon- my opinion it would be detrimental
market
closed
The
steady.
sur
Support
not
to
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diLas
and
or
Vegas
hindrance
for
only
the
a
our
a
be
number
for
of
sible
sheep
large
arder. K sent otherwise we will not
vorces.
These . obscene, repulsive rounding country, but as well to the government to build roads across the was extended when the market gave
to respon e, for loss.
reserve? Have we not in the past signs of yielding under the cumulative
Specimen copies free on appllca- - dances should be prohibited by law counties of Santa Fe and Mora.
Is it not an indisputed fact that tried both the government and our effect of scattered liquidation in vain the interest of the morals of the
eon.
An Electric Sign is really the best salesman
the only resources that Las Vegas local legislature to make appropria rious stocks. Best prices of the day
community."
iswere
you"can
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for
employ. Silently, yet steadily and surely, its
has
important
are
at
and
registered
the
hu'.
Rev.
tions
for
this
the
Milton
S. Rees,
present
So said
without
farming
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
purpose,
message burns through the night, positively attracting
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
evangelibt, in his sermon to men in stock raising industries? The same avail? But try again. I am in favor sues in the final dealings, and some
'
trade.
the Grand Avenue M. E. church yes- may be said of Santa Fe and Mora of roads and hope we will succeed, of the early weak features made up
PAID FOR
The cost of an Electric Sign is surprisingly
terday afternoon, says the Kansas City counties. What other industry or de and if we do, we will have the satis- considerable portion of their loss
The closing sales were as follows:
low and the expense of maintaining and lighting is
are guaranteed the Start. From the dances Mr. Rees velopment have we in sight that will faction that those visitors who may
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small 'Phone Main 206 for full particulars.
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Mexico.
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the liquor traffic every 50 homes in gress? Let one of these industries come, cattle and sheep.
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Would it not be mora acrractive lor Southern Pacific
your city in every city in the United be hampered or curtailed, would it
Main
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States must furnish a drunkard every not naturally diminish the Industry those visitors, to see catt'i, shaep and Union Pacific
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Main
United States Steel
to such an extent that its effects deer mingled while
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on
year?" asked Mr. Rees. "Eighty-twthe
gracing
United States Steel, pfd
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per cent of all criminals become so would he greatly felt in this town? abundant pastures of the forest,
JANUARY 15. 1912 through drink. One hundred thous- - Aqe not thse industries the only would It not be a sort of pleasure
WEDNESDAY,
ard persons die of drunkenness every ones, with the probable exception of for those visitors and a great satis IN SESSION IN NEW ORLEANS.
New Orleans, La., Jan. 15 Fruit
business lumber, that made Las Vegas pos faction to ourselves that they go back
year. There is no half-waTHE AKCUBALD CASE
about it: Thn only way to save your sible and have kept It in , existence home and tell their friends' that the commission men and jobbers from
self is to stop drinking altogether. since its foundation? Curtail one of cattle and sheep we send to the dif many states assembled in New Orleans
for the opening of the
Ever since charges were brought The occasional
glass will lead to more these, would It not he taking two ferent markets are grazed and fatten ninth today
annual convention of the Westwho
against Judge Archbald,
has and no matter how strortg you may steps backward and one forward? ed on the luxurious and succulent pas
ern Fruit Jobbers' association. The
just been found guilty by the senate think yojj pre the demon drink will Is, It not more beneficial to have
s tures of the Pecos forest?
sessions will last three days, during
on several articles of Impeachment, master
of
of
head
I
cattle
and
to
am
or
sooner
later."
not
sheep
yqu
opposedS
having the which time a wide
the advocates of the recall of the
variety of topics
Mr. Rees's arguments were greeted browsing on the Pecos forest than a Pecos forest stocked,,. with game, but
judiciary have been loudly contend- with" hearty applajise. "Don't applaud," few hundred elk and deer and the I am opposed to having either cattle relating to the fruit commission busiing that the Archbald case proves he interposed quickly. "If what I say natural propagation of hundreds of or sheep' Eliminated frqpa its pastures; ness will be discussed. The officers
in charge of the convention are Pres
the wisdom of the recall. The argu means
anything to you, show your ap bear, moutain lion and thousands of stock it by all means, there is plenty ident R H.
ment has been that tie guilt of the
Pennington of Evansville,
coyotes? What revenue would the of room for all; but let It remain un
preciation by praying.
W. D. Kidwell of DenInd.,
Secretary
accused which was assumed before
"The man who uses profanity does public schools. Las Vegas and the der the present rules: and regulations
and
W. M. Roylance
Treasurer
ver,
any evidence had tcea Introduced
IL
from
R
derive
the
of the forest service.
so for three reasons," Mr. Rees con surrounding country
of
Utah.
Stewart of St.
E.
Provo,
J
showed that
conditions
existed tinued. "Either he is a fool who can ipst. named animals? Would they
Respectfully,
Louis and Samuel Lux of Topeka are
the federal judiciary not learn a sufficient
throughout
JOSE A. BACA.
and not be more of a detriment than a
vocabulary
candidates to succeed President Pen
which were deplorable. First, the
benefit?
must use profanity to convey his
nington.
cs
were
cuaig
regarded as proved, for meaning, or. If he does not really
It is argued in your editorial and
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
the purposes of argument, as soon as mean
those
Kansas
favoring the game preserve,
City, Mo., Jan. 15. Cattle
what the profane words express by
stated; second, the assumed guilt of he is a liar, for he says one thing that it will be a source of attraction
Receipts 7,000, including 200 southone man was considered sufficient to
and means another; or If profanity and that it will tend to draw many erns. Market steady,- Native steers
prove the guilt of many; and third, 13
merely aihbit with him he is a visitors to New Mexico as do the na $G.759.25; southern steers $6.00
the assumed guilt of nlany was used
a man who would tional parks of elsewhere, the Yellow 7.50; southern cows and heifers $3.75
as the basis tor an argument to prove weakling. Surely
6.25; native cows and heifers $3.75'
rather be taken for a fool or a liar stone being cited as an example; to
the desirability of the. recall as a than break' himself of a habit is the this I would answer for the sake of 7.50; stockers and feeders $5.50
means of correcting
evils thus worst sort of a
$G.50
discussion,' what attractions, outside 7.T5; bulls $5.006.50;-calveweakling.
"proved" to be widespread.
"The trouble is that we are too of ordinary mountain scenery have 10.25; western steers $6.008.00;
So far as Judge Archbald is con- much Interested In business to remem- we here to attract those manv visit- western cows $3.75C50.
Market
11,000.
cerned, the overwhelming vote by ber to be Christiana If men neglect- ore, to contrast the grandeur and dl
Hogs Receipts
which he was found guilty on the ed the busineFs ( as they neglect versified beauty of the renowned steady to 5 cents hher. Bulk of
first charge, which Is sufficient to their religion, everybody would starve. scenery of the Yelowstone?
Have sales $7.007.25; heavy $7.207.30;
cause his removal from office, must If men
neglected the physical in life we In the Pecos anything like the packers and butchers $7.107.25;
men as the
"be taken by all
Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone
light $G.957.10; pigs $6.M)6.75;
waj they .neglect the splirtual,
Market
a gorge nearly 20 miles in length
9,000.
Sheep Receipts
'establishing his offense. But the all the fwpfld would he dead."
and
feet deep, with a waterfall steady to 10 cents lower. Muttons
guilt of one judge or of several does
not make even presumable the guilt
or over .urn reet, not to say any $t.506.00; lambs $7.r09.00; range
CHANdE IN OCEAN ROUTES
Our Semi-Annu- al
Sale of White Goods is now in full blast. Twice a
of any considerable proportion of the I New I Yopk.r jan. 15. Another step thing of over 3 Oother waterfalls? wethers and yearlings $5.508.00;
federal judges or any other branch in the movement for greater safety Have we in the Pecos numerous range ewes $3.505.50.
,
of Spring wants. The
year comes this
opportunity to fill your
of the judiciary. Least of all does at sea, which owes its origin to the lakes like there are in the Yellow
entire stock of Embroideries and Huslin Underwear has been placed
the conviction of Judge Archbald investigation that followed the Titanic stone, one of them havina- an area
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
for
the recall. There disaster, was taken today, when an o fover LIS square miles and others
Jan. 15.Wheat today
on display. An inspection of these will readily'convince you of
argue favorably
Chicago,
worth.,
has been no great difficulty in bring- agreement to change the route of trav of less, such as the Shoshone, Louis opened higher on firm cables, but lack
The
We
to
is
venture
in
no
complete
every respect.
ing him to account and there is
el between, America an1 Europe was .tine anu .iaKson jaite? Have we ed support and eased off early. May
obstacle to bis summary removal put into effect by all of the
in the Pecos any hot
c
the values to be found in the embroideries- - alone have never before been
springs and opened V higher to unchanged at
from office. The machinery of the
to 94 Vs and declned to 93.
steamship lines. Beginning geysers? The Yelowstone has over 94
we have to offer. approached in Las Vegas. We'll be glad to show you
present law was found to be ample In with this date it has been agreed 4,000 hot springs and 100 geysers Marked strength developed later and
1 cent up; at
this case, and it is sufficient in any that all of the ships shall follow a J ue temperature of these springs May closed
case calling for punishment of abuse line about CO miles to the south of varying from 60 degrees to 175 deMay corn opened a shade higher to
of high official authority. A corrupt the crossings heretofore used at this gress to 175 degrees and one of the a shade lower at 61
to 51
The close
1- -3
judge In any pat of, the country can time of year. It is expected that the geysers throwing jets of waler over and declined
1- -5
t-- G
he reached by identical or eorrer vessels will thus escape the dangerous 200 feet high. In Lake '"Yellowstone was strong, May 1 cent higher at
'
spending procedure. So far from the icebergs, that are met with so fre- there are 'several hot' springs, whose 52;
present laws giving a dishonest Ju- quenetly on the northern route during! cones have been built up within the
May oats started unchan god .to a
:
.anq
diciary any semblance of immunity the soring months. By hte change lake, so they aroVnrroiintted by cold shade down' at 34 to 33C(P
deserved punishment they the passengers also- - will avuii.' roach watef.'iand. one can
from
V
i.v;
easily catch fish sold to 33.
Ji I White Goods
provide swift and sure means of as- discomfort due to cold and
in
ware
firm
from
Provisions
sympathy
"
lake
the
without
and,
heavy
moving
'
j
certaining the guilt or Innocence of seas further uortlt.
from his tracks, immerse them in a with an advance at the stock yards.
V-an accused judge, and they provide
UP at
to
May pork opened 2
spring hot enough to cook them.
equally swift and sure means of
higher
What attractions, outside of rug- $18.40 to $18.45; May lard 2
CONFERENCE OF BISHOPS
him If guilty.
and May ribs IVv to 5 imSouth jteml, Tnd.. Jan. 1 j A dozen ged Dioutain scenery and trout fish- at $9.92
to $9.90.
No Judge, however, exalted bis of I'ishops. of Itie I Protestant Episcopal ing, would those favoring the
$3.92
at
game proved
flee, la beyond the reach of the peo (hurcts,, reprinting dioceses In five preserve offer those visitors- - who
The closing quotations were;
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LAS VEGA'S

Spring 1913
lino of Spring
Dress Ginghams and Percales,
86
inches wide, in plaids,
stripes, checks and solid colors. Warranted fast colors.
A complete

Buy early and get a good selection.
We are showing a full assortment of Ironclad Galatea,
Princess Cheviots, Soiesettes
and Poplins..

THE POPULAR PRICE STORB

llofei

&

Graubarlb

-

'l

J

Watson of Albuquerque
was a visitor here today.
Colonel RiiB. Twitchell went last
night top Albuquerque on a business
f,.-trip.
'
George it Hunker left thls afternoon on a short business trip to WagMilliam,

on Mound.
Donald Stewart'president of the
San Jon Townstte company of
was a visitor in town to; ';
day.
Colonel M,' M., Padgett-returne- d
last evening from Santa Fe where he
has been spending several days on
'.

business. "'

Agents for

v

Virgil Wolfe,-- ; who Is spending the

winter months at Springer, arrived
yesterday j'ojva; short visit and returned to Springer today,
of
H. C, Smith.
representative
Gross, Kelly and Company, returned
last evening from a short business
trip in Santa Fe,
George Arnot of Albuquerque was
a visitor in town today. He Is man
ager of the Gross, Kelly branch at

SHOES
HOLEPROOF
HENDERSON

'

HOSIERY.
CORSETS.

NEW IDEA 10c. Patterns.
Telephone Main 104.

'

Albuquerque.
H. A. Harvey,

4- -

4.

WITH THE BOXERS

f

Promoter Coffroth, of San Francisco, is trying to sign Ad Wolgast to
meet Harlem Tommy Murphy next
month.
Leon Ketchell, the 18 year old
brother of the late middleweight
wonder, Stanley Ketchell, is In New
York to make his debut in the game
that made his brother famous.
Frank Klaus, the Pittsburg middleweight, will return soon to France
where he meets Bill Papke on March
5
Klaus cleaned up ?11,000 in his
fights during his last trip to Europe.
PHILLIES SOLD OUT
Philadelphia. Jan. 45. W. H. Locke
of Pittsburgh, announced this afternoo that he had purchased the PhilaThe
delphia National league club.
announced.
not
was
purchase price
Mr. Locke announced that the club is
owned entirely by Philadelphians with
the exception of a block purchased
by himself and his uncle, W. S. Baker,
a former police commissioner of New

''

the popular owner of
the Harvey mountain ranch, i,s in
town for a few days' visit and is sopping at the Plaza hotel.
Judge H. L. Waldo, Santa Fe solicitor for New Mexico, returned this
afternoon on train No. 10 from a
brief business visit to Santa Fe.
Miss Emma Shade, who is spending
the winter months at the Harvey
mountain ranch, arrived last evening
and will visit here for several days.
Mrs. R. J, Gordon has returned
from Denver where she has been a
visitor for the past two weeks, having been called there on account of
the death of her mother.
Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Kledder and
sen, G.- M. Kledder, Jr., who have
been spending a few days here, left
this afternoon for the Grand Canyon,
Ariz. ' They are on their way to California. Twenty-fiv- e
years ago Mr.
Kledder "conducted a grocery store
on Bridge street.
-

FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
Malts''; Baldwin vs. Young Brown,
10 rouo'ds, at Brooklyn.
"Spider" -- Kelly .vs. Clarence Ferns,
10
rounds,,, Memphis.

IS CAUSE OF

AN INCREASED

PEOPLES BANK & TRUST CO.
;

'

nety-secon- d

t

GLO-RIET-

Finally, during a heated argument,
Rivera picked up a quart whisky
bottle and struck Garcia over the
head giving him a severe scalp wound.
4,510.92
19,227.12 The blow felled Garcia and it is said
37,069.87
23,628.04 that Rivera then started to kick the
.... 32,955.08
man as he was lyng on the floor.
$190,537.77
$196,853.84
Total
Gaicia, managing to get up from the
Receipts Disb'mts. l'ioor, drew his revolver and shot at
'
A. D. 1912 Rivera, hitting him in the heart After
A. D. 1912
Months
$ 24,631.81
which he fired two shots one of which
$ 20,386.06
January
18,009.76 entered the dead man's body.
10,27.132
February
9,691.31
At the time of the shooting Santa
7,666:07
March
14,785.01 Fe train No. 7 was standing at the
2,983.88
April
15,380.48 Glorieta station and it is said that
32,349.69
May
18,953.95 Garcia, leaving the saloon, boarded the
25,967.44
June
17,501.30 train and went to Santa Fe where ho
13,131.93
July
7,067.13 gave himself up to the state authori1,921.28
August
6,111.08 ties.
3,068.76
September ....
21,173.77
3,328.98
Both men mixed) up in the shooting
October ........
27,372.71 have families, Rivera being survived
52,699.22
November
23,136.72 by a wife and four children, Garcia
December V.... 34,557.50
has a wife and three children.
$203,875.09
$208,334.13
Totals
It is said that there had been hard
feeling between the two men for some
time and that every day while waiting
Recapitulation
A. D. 1912 for the mail trains Rivera spent con
A. D. 1911
$208,334.13
$196,853.84
siderable time in the Garcia saloon,
Receipts
203,875.09
Disbursements 190,537,77
and during these visits, the two men
often had heated arguments. Both
$ 4,459.04 men are well known at Glorieta and
$
6,316.07
Surplus
Balance on Jan. 1, 1911....$ 67,200.71 have resided there for some time. The
Receipts during year ending
shooting was witnessed by Antonio
196,853.84 Urula, who was the only other occuDec. 31, 1911
pant; of the saloon and store at the
264,054.55 time.
To be accounted for
Disbursements during year
190,537.77
ending Dec. 31, 1911
5,675.25
4,767.56
'
'"5,77X40
';

...........

1911.....$

73,516.71

Balance on Jan. 1, 1912....$
Receipts during year ending

73,516.78

Balance, Dec.

31,

Dec. 31., 1912

208,334.1?

v.

To be accounted for
Disbursements during year
eliding Dec. 31, 1912

Balance on Dec.

31,

1912...$

RIVERS GETS THE
BEST OF LEACH
R

S

203,875.09

FIGHTER
MEXICAN
MAKES
GOOD SHOWING ON FIRST
APPEARANCE IN GOTHAM.

A

Pablo Vigil returned to town this
afternoon from San Miguel where he
New York, Jan. 15. Joe Rivers,
has been visiting for several days.
the Mexican lightweight, outpointed
Leach Cross, of this city, in a 10- round bout here last night.
FLOOD DANGER PAST
Cross had the better of the first
Cincinnati, Jan. 15. The Ohio river two rounds. While the New Yorker
remained stationary here at 62.2 feet was showering rights and lefts to
all of last night and is expected to the head in the first, the Mexican
begin to recede late today. Relief slipped to one knee at the ropes, but
work by the different committees was up in an instant"." He blocked
will be continued until the flood suf cleverly, and proved Cross' superior
ferers' are able to return to their at Infighting. In the second round
homes.
Cross scored the only real knockdown of the bout with a left hook to
the jaw. From that time on, Rivers
fought cleverly and was so fast that
Cross missed frequently, becoming
wild at some Btages. Rivers' showing
in the last eight rounds earned him
a victory by a comfortable margin.
Rivers tore in with lefts to the
neck and staggered Cross with a
right uppercut in the third. Cross re-taliated with a hard right to the head.
The Mexican missed a swing a min
ute later and fell to the floor but was
A left jab
up again immediately.
Mexican's
from
the
blood
hrought
nose, but he immediately rushed
Cross to a neutral corner, sending'
rights to the body and left to the
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BANKING

We pay 2 per cent on Checking
Accounts;
Every facility offered,
consistent with Safe Banking.

Safe Deposit Department

Savings Department

'

Interest Comnounded Semi
$1 00 will mwn the
account

Boxes for your valuable papers,
charges reasonable. .
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Cleofes Komero. Vjce Pres. Cecilio Roseuwald, Sec.
Ivo W. Lively, Assistant Secretary
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MEETING

TO A MILD

New Price

25 Per Cent Off: On Boys Clothing
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NATIONAL

WESTERN STOCK SHOW

ROAST

Denver, Colo.

DECLARE THEY TRY TO DO THEIR
WORK EFFICIENTLY AND DESERVE SUPPORT

January

Richard W. Smith, acting for the
members of the East Las Vegas fire
department, objects to the criticism
made by The Optic Monday to the effect that the residents of the city often are awakened several times In
one night by unecessary alarms of fire
because of the failure of the firemen
to extinguish the blaze upon their
first visit He has sent The Optic
the following communication:
.
January 1 1913.
To the Editor of The Optic:
City,
Dear Sir: In your Issue of the Daily
I
Optic of Monday the thirteenth,
notice in one of your columns where
you criticise the work done by the
fire departments of East and West
Las Vegas at one or two of the last

1913

20-2- 5,

Tickets on sale January

limit January 3l,

1 8, 19 and 2l, l9l3. Final Return
Fare for the Round Trip

l9l3,

I

$14.20
"1

y

D.1L BA1CHEL0R, Afjent

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
TI1EBE

It Is not always possible to tell if
a fire is completely extinguished before leaving the scene of the fire.
When we do leave it, we leave it fully
put out to the best of our knowledge.
As the citizens of Las Vegas are
not asked by the fire companies to
give then- time and labor at these
fires and as we receive no pay or even
ask to be paid for such services
that we render to the towns of East
and West Las Vegas In case of fire,
I think The Optio and the citizens
should be the last ones to complain
of our work.
The second alarm or even the third
alarm of fire hurts no one but the
firemen who have to go out In the
cold nights
Therefore, it is only
reasonable to suppose that we try to
do our work thoroughly
the first

IS

NO

IN TOE CAN'

LYE

"HIS QUALITY
"TEE KIND THAT IS NOT

-

a. m.

Insist on "Hunts" if you

PULLED OFF
WITHOUT

Ve

The chances are that Al Palzer
and his manager, Tom O'Rourke,
will part company once more. Palzer
believes that he Aa get along with
out a mr.nager.

LI

i

FEN SCRATCH
l.j

...

munity from any possible government
prosecutiom
Mr. Perkins said the corporation
bought its own stock only, so far as
he knew, tj be sold to employes under
profit sharing schemes.
never knew of the corpora
"We
tion buying its own stock to protect
it in the market and know of no
pools to manipulate the market of
:A
the Steel stock," he said.
Ho did not believe that directors

Use K

-

'14,

want the highest

ild be fcHowed U tr&ua la tlie
stock of their own corporations oq
advance information secured by them
through their connection with the cor.
poration.
"Now as to the organization of tke
Harvester company, that was more
particularly your job, was it not?"
"It was," said Mr. Perkins.
Mr. ITntermyer told Mr. Perking
that he did not. wish to asU any questions that might bear upon the suit
of the government against the Harvester trust.
"In fairness to myself anil the committee" said Mr. Perkins, "I suggest
that I have just tPStified In that euit
and it would be difficult for me to tfa
tify about the Harvester
company
without infringing upon the maters st

DEAL

(Continued from Page

R. W. SMITH,

Ias

1

quality in canned fruits

Thanking you for this space, I am
Yours respectfully,
Secretary and Treasurer, East
gas Fire Department.

LYE-FEALE-

i

time.

From this date we request that the
fire whistle be not used as an alarm
between the hours of 12 a. m. and 6

FRUITS"

Highest In Quality
Delicious In Flavour

,

A
S

C

JOHN

Geo H.

'

'

E

DEPARTMENT

Acts as Executor, Administrator,
Guardian, Assignee and Trustee.
Consult our officers.

'
Mike Gibbons, and Wildcat Ferns
as the have been signed to, box ten rounds
Rivers became steadier
fighting progressed, while Cross grew in Indianapolis next month.
wild and became worried under Rivers' constant shower of left and right
uppercuts. Cross backed away from
the assault at times. In the eighth
When You Want Something
the Mexican fell again, tripping over
Cross foot in breaking from a clinch.
z
rarlicdcry Lice
Rivers then landed four rights and
You can always depend upon K C not to
lefts to the face and head without a
p with hard
disappoint you. The double raise makes
return and follower
to
the body.
doubly certain nothing is left to "luck." I the
right shifts
Tn the last two rounds Rivers did
batter is a little thin, K C will raise it light and
practically all the fighting. In the
feathery and it will be all the better. Jarring the
tenth he rocked the local man's head
slove or turning the pan around Kiakes no diiier- with a book to the jaw which almost
ence
Iv C sustains tm rabe until bakea.
knocked nlm down. Cross staggered
When there's a birthday or wet .112 cake
to the ropes. The final bell found
r p.rty
t
Urn iiH'ii In a fiifct m!xup of whlcn
bcJiice, or reircyimtnii lor rcceptiua
.
Jti v.;rts bad the b:fl-rto j loviJe, t.ike no chars
'
a fraction mu'to
The W'-i- wHiJi-m
(iiiiu 132 jiounda ul !:45 ichmk, 'iUry
i.te U wisit'i ! M 1,'!3 j.ii'ii.ie lUtf,-
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fires.

281,850.91
'

77,975.82

LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO

TRUST DEPARTMENT

17,222.92
6,028.15
4,307.90
16,790.25

igrn uraae lotninsr omv
Sole Agents

Every

ENRIQUE RIVERA IS SHOT AT
BY GUMECINDO GARCIA,
BAR TENDER
er'that there is no time wasted in the
room on the southeast corner of the
Enrique Rivera, United States mail
court house:
carrier
between the Glorieta Santa Fe
Statement
Comparative
railroad station and the Glorieta post- County Treasurer's Office
Disb'mt olfice, and who also carried the mail
Receipts
A. D. 1911 from Glorieta to Pecos, was shot and
A. D. 1911
Months
$ 29,398.20
$' 25,823.69
instantly killed by Gumeciudo Garcia
January
10,853.78 Monday evening. It is said that Rivera
6,237.00
February
"l 0.313.67 had been
5,208.70
March
drinking considerable liquor
t
14,973.90 during the day ad on entering
4,074.99
the
April
22,900.36 Garcia saloon and store started
to
50,087.37
May
14.887.42 abuse Garcia.
14,666.01
June

(Continued From Page One)

July
August
September
October
November
December'
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WANTf SON COMMITTED
N. M., Jan. 15.
Dick Lewis today received
a request from Mrs. Rosendo Cordova,
of Alameda
akin: that he assist in
son Leandro
having 'he
sent to the asylum for the Insane.
Mrs. Cordova claims that the boy is
for years secretary of the Pittsburgh subject to' frequent spells in which he
club.
makes "attacks on other children with
knives
weapons and thai
NEGRO FARMERS' CONFERENCE
she feai he will do them great bodily
Tuskegee, Ala., Jaa. 15. "Agricul- harm.- - - The boy has not been entirely
tural Cedit" has been selected as the in his right mind for two years.
TJndersherlff Lewis is also looking
leading topic for discussion at the
tv
annual Negro Farmers' after, the case of Juan B. Salazar, for
conference, which will meet here next a number of years porter in Albuweek under the auspices of Tuskegee querque saloons, who was taken into
Institute. Many representative negro custody, his friends believing that he
farmers of Texas, Louisiana, Georgia, has lost his mind. Salazar entered a
Aroama, Mississippi ana r. ArKansua j church In Old Town this morning and
will be present to give their views on acted, in, a manner which Indicated
how to secure cheaper money for that
is suffering from a religious
in mania.
Salazar will be cared for in
running the farm.
banking and finance will be explained the county jail until he is examined
by a physician. It Is believed he may
by leaders In the
be suffering f r6m delirium tremens.
Pork.
The following were elected: President, Mr. Locke; Secretary and treas-rer- ,t
Daniel C. Snyder, Pittsburgh,
father-in-laof Mr. Locke. Mr. Locke
the new head of the "Phillies" is well
known in baseball circles, having been

JANUARY

WEDNESDAY,

IMS BOTTLE OF BOOZE

TREASURER

t:::.3onals

DAILY OPTIC,

issue"
Mr. Untermyer dropped the questions into the Harvester company after the witness said he was a member of its finance commitee.
t t
Mr, Pcriwns s.tid he n," oi e
crisnial voting trustees of tV' Fakers Trust company.
"What useful purpose is
il fcy
placiug the voting powpr o? a iiiit
crmpanv in the 1i,i :i of a ;t
tees?" asked Mr. Un ferrate; 4"
i
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LAS VEGAS DAILY

GF OTHER DAYS

AVOID SPREADERS

ALREADY

GLOOM

cw liicAiLU

Grumblers and Avowed Dis
contented Persons Are Never the
Beet of Companion! in Life.

'

"l don't 8P8 what in the world
"tlall ever do with all our things,"
Bighed IX?. Hemming when she and
Jw:r husband decided, after much di
jcuiEion, to move from their house,
teLich was too lonesomely big now
that the children had all gone away
to homes of their own. "Our apart-sxewon't begin to hold our furniture, to say nothing of all the things
we have stored In the attic."
'Tick out the furniture you need
man
iand then turn a second-hanloose in the house," suggested Hemd

ming.
"But, Charles, you wouldn't want me
to sell all our old keepsakes, would
J'OU?'

What earthly use

J

old''

bric-a-bra- c

.

J.

died.
In the meantime efforts had been
made to locate the wife of the dead
man and her sister. John Harriman,
a conductor on the C. & S. railroad,
who learned the details of the suicide,
instituted a search for the woman
here but coulj not find them. This
morning it was learned that they had
gone to Raton. The local police aided Harriman in the search.
ur. Downs was 55 years of age
and one of the best known physicians
of New Mexico. He had been estab
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LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
m. iteguiar com-

Five cents per Una eacft Insertion.
Eatlmata six ordinary words to a Una. LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
No ad to occupy Jet spae than two
Reg- sec.
d, Tuea-j- r'
conclave
llnea. Ail
advartia rr.ents chargad
ysular In
each month at Ma
J7
will be booked at apace actually tat.
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H.
without regard to number of worda
Kink el E. C. ; Chas. Tamme, ReCash In advance preferred.
corder.

as
f

.

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH
J

J.--

CPTIC'S NUMBER. MAIN f.

Wanted

ery
niug

Hall.

Visltlnj

Invited.

ilests first and third Tue

day evenings each month at Wood
men Hail. Visiting brothers cordi
ally inrited to ttcd. A. M. Adler,

NO. 3, ROY-

President;

Regtlar con
vocation first Monday In

t.

E. C.

Wara, Secretary

O. O. MOOSE Meets second anfl
fourth Thursday evening eack
month at W. O. VV. Hall. VlslUm
brothers cordially invited. Dr. H
W. Houf, Dictator;
J. Thornatii
Secretary.

LOCAL TIME

CAM

EAST BOUND

Arrive

2....

No.

NO.
table. FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
102 Mees every Monday
Address D. J. Cassidy, Mora, Jf. M.
night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue.at
8 o'clock.
are
Visiting
cordially welcome J. C. WTertz,
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary;
C. FL Bally, treasurer.
FOR RENT Furnished for room cot
tage, wil Itake invalids. Also three
rom cottage Call 417 Eighth street MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of brotherly
FOR RENT Two nicely famished
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
on the second and fourth Fridays
housekeeping rooms, modern, fur
nace heat No sick. Telephone
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
Main 114.
Stewart, Consul; G. Laommle, Clerk.
Visiting members are especially
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
welcome and cordially rnvited.
rooms, modern, furnace heat No
sick. Telephone Main 114.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of b. B. Meflta every first
FOR RENT Suite of housekeepfcig
of the month In the vestry
Tuesday
rooms, first floor, electric lights.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
Apply Sunday or after 5 p. m. 503
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
Main street
Isaac AppcL
cordially Invited.
Charles Greenclay, Sec
President;
BOARD and room, 710 Grand avenna.
WANTED

eve

Casta

cordl
Chaa
Liebachnar, Chaa
reilor Commander
Keeper of Records
ally

F. O. E.

tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Telephone Main 329.

Dairy.

Monday
in

Knights ar

RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and mird Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Ma-

at Ackerman

Good man

I

KNIGHTS OF PY
THIAS Meets ev-

Harry .Martin,
and Seal.

each month at Masonic
Temple, a 7:30 p. m. M.
R. Williams, H P, P. O.
Blood, Secretary.

t&llLH

WANTED

CHAPTER
MASONS

NO. .

LODGE

munication first and
third Thursday
in
each month. Visiting!
brothers cordially In--j
Tited. Win. P. Mills,!
w. M H. 8 .Tan Petten, Secretary, j

ADVER

if-f-

DORADO

EL

No. 4
No. 8
No. 10

To buy good pool

9:10
11:05
2:05
1:45

p.

m.....

p. m

a. m
p. m

Depart
9:15
11:05
2:10
2:10

p. m
p. m
a. m.
p. m

1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

p. m

rs

For Rent

WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m
6:10 a. m.....
4:20 p. m.....
6:35 p. m

.

No.
No.

1

No.

7

No.

9

3....

a. m
p. m
p. m

ATTOltNEY.s
HUNKER & HUNKER
George H. Hunker Chester A. Hunk
Attorneys-at-La-

Las Vegas.

New Mexico.

DENTISTS
CLIFFORD PLEW
Dentist, Room 3, Pioneer BIdg.
Residence Telephone
Olive 6461
Office Telephone
Main 67

DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST.
lished at Greenville for three years,
retary.
Crockett Building.
coming to that place from Oklahoma.
Office Telephone
Main ill
Dying he left letters addressed to FOR RENT Furnished Cat, strictly
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
COUN House Telephone
Main 165
each of his nine children by a former
modern. 511 Ninth street
CIL NO. 804 Meets second and
marri&gc, relative to the disposition
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. Hail,
DR. F. R. LORD
of his estate. Among his papers were FURNISHED ROOMS, home comforts,
Pioneer building.
Visiting mem- Will be associated witn Dr. Clifford
found a life insurance policy for $L-0-0
no sickness. 803 Jackson.
bers are cordially Invited. Richard
Plew Indefinitely.
in the Knights and Ladies of SeG. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
Devine,
PIONEER BUILDING.
curity and a policy of $1,000 in the FOR RENT For Elks only, i
Office Telephone
Main 67
Woodmen of the World.
choice rooms in the New Elks'
Main
41f
Residence
Telephone
Home.
O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Persons troubled with partial para- Meets every Monday
at
evening
lysis are of'en very much benefited
THE CHILDREN
their hall on Sixth street All visittlie affected parts
by massaging
ALSO
FOR GROWN PERSONS
ating brethren cordially Invited to
thoroughly when applying Chambertend. J. D. Friedenstlne, N. G.; QUICK - SAFE - RELIABLE
lain's Liniment This liniment also
NO OPIATES NO NARCOTICS
relieves rheumatic pai-iFor sale by FOR SALE Small wood heating
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
all dealers. Adv.
stoves, open coal grates, hard coal
Karl
Secretary;
Wertz, Treasurer; FOLEYfS HOHEYadTAB
burners, also some second hand fur
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
BUSINESS AND LEGISLATION.
niture. Plaia Hotei.
COMPOUND
Washington, D. C, Jan. 15 ImportP. O. ELKS Meets second and
ant matters alfecting the relation of
A COJVf,:iM COLD neglected may go
Here is-- a remedy that will cure voui
fourth Tuesday evening of each quickly
JROUP, BRONCHITIS, ot
business to legislation will be discold. Why waste time and mony ex
month Elks home on Ninth street PNEUM .QNT. which often means a sud
cussed by prominent speakers at the
perimenting when yon can get a pre
fatality. Keep FOLEY'S HONEY
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brotn-er- den
first annual convettion of the ChamAND TMM COMPOUND always in the
that has won a world-widare
cordially Invited. P. D.
bouse arj4 gtw at first sign of a cold.
ber of Commerce of the United reputation by iu cures of this disease
'
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Con- Refuse substitutes- States, which will meet in this city and can always be depended npon
Red
Co,
Drufl
It
is
Cfe
known
don, Secretary.
everywhere as Chamber
next Tuesday for a three days ses- lain
a Cough Remedy, and Is a medi
Behaefer
O,
j,
sion. The convention will be featured cine or real
merit For sale by all
by a banquet, at which the speakers dealers. Adv.
-will include President Taft Speaker
If
your children are subject to at.
Clark and Dr. Charles M.
Champ
-2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery
pc per 100 lbs.
Eliot, president emeritus of Harvard tacks of croup, watch for the first
fiOO lbs. to 2,000 Jbsi, Each
symptom, hoarseness. Give ChamberDelivery
,.
jo per 100 lbs.
university.
lain's Cough Remedy as soon as the
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
100 lbs.
igL.per
The Chamber of Commerce of the child becomes hoarse and the attack
BO Iba. to . 200
lbs. Each Dallvery
per 100 lbs.
United States is non partisan in its may be warded off. For sale by ail
Less thn 5J lbs.. Each Delivery
F.
60c per 100 lbs.
membership and aims. It is an or- utraifis.-A(Ito
available
endeavor
render
ganized
for congress and the government the
opinion of the bus'ness interests o!
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
the nation.
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegaa Famous.
Great interest attaches to the com
!
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
ing convention because of the important bearing that the legislative program of the approaching extra ses j
sion of congress is expected to have
on the business life of the nation.
Tariff revision will be discussed in
PETER P. MACKEL
all phases. The creation of a perHOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
manent tariff commission will also
come in for consideration.
ardwood Finishing. PapHanging
The delegates will be welcomed to
and Glazing
Comof
Washington by Secretary
Ettimates Cheerfully Givan.
merce and Labor Nagel. On the program of speakers are Representative
Bide PUua
Old TowD
ads. search out the
. ClawUlei
Clayton .of Alabama, chairman of the
people to whom among all ot
who
will
tii""! wh0 i,IGHT BUY-- the
house Judiciary committee,
panicular
thing is worth most
discuss the eujeet of a fftirs! cart'
Modern Campaigner.
Tbat
Was Misquoted.
propmy you want to st,!l la WORTH MOST to someoae
Represen"Mn," acreaued the oid;t girl. er, for. the cbaiiiW, and
Lock and Gur.sml."
Tho kitiB of the bo bos loiicbd Into
A
f:ir
'- chairman of
f
"
Class
tative
Virginia,
Ibe
"here
wo1d never hear of
coiutru
candidate"
to
nmka
Bspapr
tbv office of The Dnily luead
'
;0"1"
the
Lock
of
r
your
tUt
r,l
the
it
"Mwcy!
prosny
gate,
out th
a wnnjfi'iiirit,
afcrt;M
hr
VrtVA'Z KS.tAMI.SV; A KW1AI.TI
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Directory I

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
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"Poking

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

COLUMN

DRINKS POISON AND DIES
SHORTLY AFTERWARD.

G4FI

AND

SHORT ORDERS AND RcGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

V. DOWNS OF GREENVILLE

v:

frUx.e Living by

OPT.IC

L3BBY-BESTACHAN-

CHAPMAN
DR.

He--M-

j

TOE

WANT

LIFE

Tij

d

o

um THE

Trinidad, Colo., Jan. 13. Brooding
over domestic troubles, the result of
frequent disagreements with Mb wife.
Dr. J. V. Downs, a prominent physician and Burgeon of Greenville, N.
M,
100 miles south of this
city, yesterday committed suicide by drinking
poison at his home. The poison was
taken about 10 o'clock in the morning and he died three hours later. It
was his second attempt to take his
life. On Saturday h? drank the contents of a small rial of poison but
was saved by the administrations of
a physician from Clayton.
Saturday morning the wife of tie
physician accompanied by her sister,
came to Trinidad. It was then that
Dr. Downs became despondent and
made his first attempt to end his
life by the suicide route. A roomer
i
at the house heard his groans and at
once sent to Clayton for a physician.
Dr. Downs declared that he did nol
want a doctor as he would be dead bj
the time he arrived. But the physician came and administered
the
stomach pump. Fearing that the
physician would make another attempt at suicide a guard was ysced
over him, who watched closely all
Saturday night.
"Now, William, remember what the
Yesterday morring Dr. Downs re
doctor said about your health and
quested the guard to bring him a
don't run."
drink. While the guard was in qu- other room the physician drank the
AN ARTISTIC DEVOTEE
contents of the bottle and fell back
cn the hed. Three hours later ne

!

1313.

15,

TAKES HIS OWN

The chronic grumbler is not a good
companion nor in any way an admirable person. We fly from her as from
a contagious disease. Nothing so cer
tainly affects one's spirits as being in
the constant company of a person
who has a grievance.
The cherishing of discontent with
our circumstances, business, dress, or
t
;
any other thing in life soon robs us
of beauty and marks the countenance
with the lines of worry and ill temper
that tell their own unhappy story.
Why anybody who is young should in
dulge 1.1 grumbling as a pastime is one
Ai4
of the puzzles that never 1b solved, yet
such people there are, and we meet
Austin Ah! Evelyn, I sometimes
them to our sorrow almost every day,
If they happen to be passengers on wish that I had been a humorist and
a railway train they pile their bags could make people laugh.
Evelyn But you don't have to be
ind bundles on an extra seat for which
a humorist for that, Austin.
they have not paid, are conveniently
blind to the weariness of other passen
WHAT WIFEY HAD SAID
gcrs who are standing, and assume the
&Bpect of martyrs when the conductor
courteously but peremptorily informs
them that they must make room.
They object to having tho wiadowt
open, although the air may be loaded
with impurities from the congestion
of the crowd; they scold and fret at the
throng or tho conductor and rail at
Providence in general because every
thing in life is not arranged with a

"Most assuredly.
to any one are a lot of old books,
rases and pictures that no one ever
Sooks at except at house cleaning
time. Do they do anybody any good?"
"No, I don't suppose they do," reluctantly admitted Mrs. Hemming, "but
I hate to part with some of them.
"That's just sentiment, my dear. The
tact is, it will be a relief to you when
you are rid of all that old lumber."
Terhaps I could select just a few
tf the oldest things and we could put
jthem in the storeroom of the apart
iment. You. know there's a nice big
(Storeroom, Charles."
"Yes, I know it, Harriet, and I'm
planning to keep my golf clubs there view to their comfort
and my fishing tackle. So if you
please, we won't fill up that storeroom
With a lot of useless trash."
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SLUM
After the second hand dealer's Tisit
Hemming said to his wife: "I hope Bociety Can Not Ignore Its Share of
to
Jrou were sufficiently strong-mindeBlame When the Facts Are
et everything in the attic go?"
Brought to Light of Day.
' "Well,
nearly everything," answered
Mrs. Hemming. "There are a few lit-- t
Children work out their destiny
article: that it seems a shame to along the lines of environment
If
"
fell, such as
two infants, one born In a slum hovel
i "Never
mind enumerating them, and the other In a
were ex
Harriet. I shouldn't be interested In changed on the daypalace,
of birth, each
II list of crippled furniture or ancient would work out his
destiny In accor
dance with his surroundings. The
photograph albums."
"But what I thought of keeping was child of the hovel would
grow up to
J&e two
the palace. The child of the palace
"Now, Harriet, we decided to get would remain on the level of the slum
rid of ail our old stuff. Don't let Han-lia- s hoveL
leave a thing tomorrow when hs
While a noted physician was making
tomes with his wagons."
these statements before a body of
When the wagons drove away load? learned
colleagues, a Jury In Chicago
d with furniture and
found three boys, aged consecutively
mostly of a peculiarly lnartistio pe-- seventeen,
eighteen and nineteen
mou, Mrs. uemming laughed away years, guilty of murder and convicted
fcer regrets. "Charles was right," sht them to lonr terms In
prison. The
paid to herself. It would have been slayers were all slum
Their
products.
Billy to keep that ugly trumpery."
youth saved them from hanging.
About
a
wera
after
,
fortnight
they
Society cannot afford to wax senti(settled in their apartment. Hemming mental over a murderer because of his
came home one afternoon carrying a youth. Its
duty, in
large box.
is to inflict punishment A part of
"I have a little present for you, Har this
duty, however.
riet," he said with boyish pleasure Is to prevent the growth of murderers.
louii pe surprised When you set In so far as society allows slums to
what it is. I was passing Devlin's an exist and other
degrading Influences
I
1 I II
li..
tique shop this morning when soma to be fostered, it is not without
4MK.
in
the windows caught my eye responsibility for the criminal.
things
and took me back about 40 years to
She time when I was courting a cer
tain pretty gii l iu her grandmother's
Wanted Woman.
Dunn How pale and careworn Mrs.
fcest parlor, which was lighted with
For a good many years now all
igreen glass lamps. There, my dear, civilized nations have had the census, Brown looks!
Gunn Yes, she has on her Lenter
what do you think of these?" He tri- In order to determine scientifically the
umphantly drew from the box tw approximate conditions of population complexion.
at home and throughout the world.
large green glass lamps of
GOOD NAME
shape and decoration. "Do they Some of the statistics relating to the
make you think of anything, Har porportions of the sexes In different
riet?"
pars are Interesting.
The total population of the world is
"Yes, they do they make me think
fcf a lot of things,"
she answered estimated to be 1,700,000,000, and the
plow much did you pay for them?" proportion Is 6aid to be 1,000 men and
Devlin let me have them cheap. 890 womeu.
Ton see, one of his collectors picked
The proportion varies considerably
them up for litle o? nothing in an old according to the region. In Europe
Vermont farmhouse there are, for each 1,000 men, 1,027 wowhere antiques aren't appreciated, se men; in Africa, 1,045; in America,
fee sold me the pair for $20.
Really, JG4; in Asia, 961; in Australia, 937.
The maximum feminine population
flarrlet, I'd have given $10 if he'd
Is in Uganda, where there are 1,467
asked it"
"Well, I'm glad re didn't ask it" women to each 1,000 men, and the
replied Mrs. Hemming, "for I sold minimum in the gold countries of
these same lamp3 to Hanklns three Alaska and in Malaysia, where there
are found only 391 and 589 women,
reeks ago for $1 apiece."
"Creat Scott! Are you sure they're respectively to each 1,000 men. Har'the same lamps?"
pers' Weekly.
":
'Of course I'm sure. I'd know them
If you bought them in Egypt. I was
Encouraging Generosity.
brought up under those lamps."
One of the cleverest of Cleveland's
"A dollar apiece! And I snapped
Weston I'm going to call my prinewspaper merchants takes bis
them up for $20 the pair!" mused blind
of vate golf links Bunker Hill.
corners
one
of
at
stand
the
dally
Hemming, trying not to look sheepish. the
Preston Why?
square. He's got a sar"Yes, and I'm glad you did," re- casticpublic
Weston I can never win on them
that reads:
little
sign
Mrs.
"For
they
Hemming.
sponded
me
to
ashamed
a
"Don't
be
give
were what I hated to part with most
THE ONLY KIND.
I'm blind."
wanted to keep them and I'm awfully penny
The other day a friend of ours
back."
them
to
have
glad
nropped a nickel in front of this chap,
just to see if he was faking. The
Turk With Wife Would Be Safe.
blind never shifted his blank gaie,
Montenegro is the only country in but he said:
"Make it a quarter, boss, and Tm
Europe where a wife may be regarded
s a perambulating life insurance pol- likely to forget myself." Cleveland
Plata Dealer.
icy. The Montenegrin is intensely chivalrous. Respect for women is carried
to such ft pitch that although the very
One Can Write in the Dark.1
fc
word Turk affects the native as a red
A
traveler
a
Turkish
a
does
novelty is a penholder permitting
bull, yet
rag
one to write in the dark, since it is
finding himself in the wilds of Monte-iesrwould be absolutely safe if he provided with an electric light The
tube through which the point of the
were accompanied by his wife.
There are no pencil goes is fitted with a small
Life is patriarchal.
and an electric lamp. The
towns, only villages. There are vila disk of light over the
throws
latter
each
in
a
dozen
half
houses,
of
lages
of which three and sometimes four point where the writing la being done.
This luminous pencil has been
generations of a family live together.
for the use of doctors, reTravels, in spite of this patriarchal
I.
ku
porters, detectives, etc., whose work
life, find the men gloomy and taciturn,
with th-l- r eyes open for treachery and necessitates the taking of notes in the
father is a very independ-ntrees and in darkness. Harper's
their right hand on their revolver,
wan.
Weekly.
f Amion Dully Mirror.
Eh
Then he is a widower
j
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Opportunity Is Knocking at Your Door. Throw Open the Portal and
Seize Her Before She Flits, As It Is Stated She Never Comes But Once.
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The Daily Optic and Either the Woman's Home Companion, McClure'sflagazine or
the National Sportsman, the newspaper by carrier and the periodical by mail, for $7.50
per year IN ADVANCE.

t

I-

The Daily Optic and either of the three periodicals, all by mail, $6.50 per year IN
ADVANCE.
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Ml Ml SALE

SPECIAL

Regular dance at F.
Light automobile
o'clock this evening.

THE CASH GROCER.

SPECIAL 3 BAYSfCASH SALE

3

16th. - 17th.
11.50

IM
J1-2-

25c can baking powder
2 15c cans baking powder

5

?L40

7j3
25c
17c
--

20c

4

703

45c
11.85
1.00
55c

'

pounds compound

st)C

'

200

...

25c

packages Macaroni
packages Spaghetti
3 packages Vermicelli
3 any 10c packages crackers
3 any 10c packages spices
3 packages Jello
3 packages Jellycon
3 packages Bromanglon
3 packages corn starch
3 packages Gloss Starch
1 dozen of any above
8 bars White Eagle soap
1 box 100 bars White Eagle soap
7 bars Lenox soap
All 20c cans California fruit
All 25c cans California fruit
All 35c cans Monarch California fruit
35c cans fancy Hawaiian pineapple
And many other specials.

IE

B. ha'.l toight.

lamps

SECRETARY

at 5:54

3

3

-

95c
250
?3-0-

25c
15c
20c
25c
30c

Hay-war-

STEA
J. H. GROCER--

At the lloi2 of llie Best

cl . Everything Eatable

Opportunity
Is Knocking at Your
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After you have convinced
yourself that we do the work
bttter, at less cost and do not
Klve the clothes near the wear
at home, you will
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Marriage licenses were issued yese
terday at the court house to
Trujillo, aged 17, and Cosme
Padilla, aged 21, both residents of
San Miguel; and Margmrite Upton,
aged 22, of Solano, and Luther Pink-neRaines, aged 25, of Bell ranch.
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SMELLS BY MAIL
Somebody
Decatur, 111., Jan. 1
"threw a wrench" into the smoothly
running parcels post machinery at the
Decatur postoffice today. It was a
package of fresh skunk hides, mailed
by a trapper on a rural route. As
soon as It was carried into the build
ing the force of clerks sought relief
outside. The parcel will ie returned
to the sender.

Daniel A, Camfield of Greley, Colo.,
president of the Camfield Development company, is expected to arrive
in Las Vegas this evening. Tomorrow Mr. Camfield will meet with the
board of trustees of the ias Vegas
land grant for the purpose of considering the status of the relations of
his company with that body. As Is
well known, the grant board has filed
suit for the collection of the bond of
the Camfield company, amounting to
1100,000, for alleged failure to carry
out its contract for the completion
of the irrigation project upon the Las
Vegas grant Mr. Camfield several
times has offered to compromise with
the grant board b selling the work
he has already done at any figure
that can be agreed upon, jt Is on
a transaction of this kind that his
visit tomorrow is based

Only

One-Moti-

Bed Made!

on

This wonderful bed opens from
XT
A

rl

T

r--.

t

to full size (72 x 47 inches) Sanitary Bed in one operation! A
fine comfortable bed which
and
Eaves furniture experts
gives you more room. 18-lfelted cotton removable mattress. You don't wear out upholstering' by sleeping on it.
Plentv of room for beddintr.
which is concealed underneath seat of davenport when closed. Well ventilated.
Can't get oat of order! Lasts a lifetime.
Noiseless, perfect mechanism.
.
Guaranteed right.
A handsome wedding- or birthday gift. A style and price to suit everyone's
-taste and pocket-boo,
b.

-

k.

CALL AND SEE ONE

J.

C.

Johnsen
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&

Son

JerTBon RaynoId8 President
E. D. Ruynolds Vice President

j

HaPett Raynoids Cashier

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

$100,000

Surplus, and Ukdividbd Profits

$35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest PsiJ on Tims Deposits

to
advantage of the

To all who wish

tal

i

Special Cash

1,050

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR
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Michael's Stern

Suits and Overcoats

All of the Santa Fe trains, bolti
northbound and eoiithbwI. wf;re 0I"
tiMj to'j.iy wHh tho jtf'pt!on of train

V4

h

AT

Marx,

Ql

and

em

next Monday evening, January
at 7:30 o'clock at the Odd Fellows
hall on Sixth street there will be a
joint installation of officers of the
Odd Fellows and the order of Rebeccas. All visiting brothers and sisters are cordilaly invited to attend
this meeting and all local members
of both orders are urged to be

N.i.

i

ON ALL

Off

1- -3

oiseoutJT

Ha.rt Schaffner

The new directory for the Mountain
States Telephone and Telegraph company goes to press January 20. If you
have any changes to make in listing
or are contemplating having a telephone put in, please advise the manager at once. Adv.

No.
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HOUSE

On

Ring up or drop a postal to
Las Vegas Steam Laundry to
come and lake your family

o
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ADVERTISED CASH PRICE
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Notice

"If We Do If, Il's Rtfht"

Tiir

IS. NOW IN FULL BLAST

Society Brand

SUIT IN

BIG SALE

-

You've Been Waiting For

and

Koppeolieifiier

Clemente Lucero and Juan
zales expect soon to open a saloon in vote his entire time to the interests
Hot Springs canyon near the settle- of the organization.
At the request Qf the directors, the
ment of Hot Springs.
present secretary, George A. FlemunDr. M. F. Des Marais, county super- ing, agreed to serve as secretary
Mr.
successor
be
his
chosen.
can
til
has
intendent of schools,
reteived
Fleming has doue efficient work for
for distribution among the
school districts of the county. the club and hit decision to assist
It until he can be relieved is appreciated by the directors and members.
Bacha-rach
Gross, Kelly and Company,
A new committee was appointed to
Brothers and Slg Nahm shipped
today a lot of sheep, in all six car relieve the committee which for the
loads, to E. G. Hankins of Lamar, past two weeks has been at work in
securing funds for advertising and
Colo.
boosting purposes. The new commitF A. Maestas, a former resident tee appointed by the director to finadof La
As and who is now located ish the work of soliciting for the
follows:
Charles
funds
is
as
vertising
is
ia Dsnv?r where he
employed bj
tfe Western Packing company, has Ilfeld, Ike Davis, P. P. Mackei, H. C.
recently moved into a new home de Baca, Sig Nahm, Orrin Blood and
built by him at 4460 Gaylord street, Charles Greenclay.
The directors
appointed Herbert
in Denver.
W. Clark as a representative from
The Ladies" Aid society of the the Commercial club to the State
Christian church will meet tomorrow Boosters' meeting which is being
afternoon at 2:30 with Mrs. C. E. held today in Santa re.
The following 49 Las Vegans were
Lewis, 101'3 Fourth street. All mem-fc?r- s
elected
members of the Commercial
as
are requested to be presented
it will be a special meeting with elec- club hy the directors: Joe Burks, H.
M. W. Potsch.
P. Browne,
W. E.
tion of officers.
Hoke, J. T. Buhler, Frank J. Cutler,
This evening at 8:30 o'clock on the Lorenzo Delgado, A. C. Erb, P. J.
Elks' alleys the Witten and the Losey Emenaker, E. D. Fowler, Charles
E. L.
bowling teams will roll their game. Giese, Charles Greenclay,
Nick
Ilillbrand,
Hammond,
Joseph
The teams are evenly matched and
IlSimon
L.
W.
Hoffman,
Hilgers,
a
one
and
should
be
close
the game
A.
Sol
A.
Gus
Lehman,
Jacoby,
interesting to watch. All Elks and feld,
Lorenzen, E. S. Lewis, E. V. Long,
their ladies are invited to attend.
William P. Mills, Martinez PublishAmador Ulibarri this morning be- ing company, C. E. Nagle, W. G. Ogle,
L. Phillips, C.
gan the duties of head Jailer at the A. W. Patterson, Fred
D.
Charles RosM.
Romero,
Rhodes,
county jail, succeeding Refugio Esqui-be- l,
M.
R.
Thomas
L.
Ross,
Ross,
enthal,
nearwho has held the office for
Lester
ly a year. Mr. Ulibarri, who was ap- Peter Roth, Bias Sanchez,
G. A. Smith, Dan
pointed by Sheriff Roman Gallegos, Sands, John Shank,
is a former marshal of the West side Stern, Jacob Stern, Frank Strass, M.
and is regarded as an efficient peace M. Sundt, Charles Tamme, D. S.
Tucker, W. Marshal! Turner, M. A.
officer.
Van Houten, William Whafen, J. H.
D. Boucher.
Having the first r.de of their ca York and C.
rcers as hoboes !ed Sim .s and Jos-e- j
Mich . "blew
h Tarney of
ANTON IS PROMOTED.
into town" this morning on th3 front
J. Fred Anton, vrho has been the
end of Santa Fe railroad train No. 3
Sanonly to be arrested by Special Of- local day yard master for the
ficer L. B. Norris as they were about ta Fe Railway company for the past
to alight. Before Judge D. R. Mur- six years, has received a much deray they told the story that they served promotion and this afternoon
were on their way to California and left for Hurley where he will occupy
that this was their first offense. Af- the position of assistant train master
ter paying the costs the boys were of the Whitewater branch of the
given a walking ticket by Judge Mur- Rio Grande division.
Mr. Anton is popular with all of
ray and left town shortly afterwards,
the local employes of the Santa Fe
headed for Albuquerque.
railroad, who are extending him their
Dr. M. F. Des Marias of the West congratulations and best wishes. Mrs.
side states that certain reports have Anton is to remain In Las Vegas for
been started maliciously to the ef- some time and will reside with her
fect that there were Beveral small- parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. W.
pox cases in that part of town, and
"Heine" Moore, night yard master,
that on the Investigation of the
health officers. Dr. Des Marais and has been promoted to day yard masMarshall Manuel Martinez, not one ter and Frank, Sagert will occupy the
case of the disease could be found. position of night yard master
Dr. Des Marais also states that the
children who were supposed to have
been 111 with smallpox have had cotv
Try a dram Qf Old Taylor bourbon
ihg but an attack of acute
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

IKE DAVIS

pound sack best flour made, Cheam Loaf,
48 pound sack Lily flour
48 pound sack Pride of EMtfwood
100 pounds Colorado potatoes.
50 pounds Colorado potatoes
15 pounds Colorado potatoes
Standard hams
Standard bacon
20 pounds pure lard
10 pounds pure lard
6 pounds pure lard
3 pounds pure lard
20 pounds compound
10 pounds compound .
5 pounds compound

IPW.WIWIWWW

COMMERCIALCLUB

At the meeting of the board of diMrs. Virgil Wolfe, assistant in the
rectors
of the Commercial club, held
111
is
office of County, Clerk Delgado,
Jt
and unable to be at her desk at the last evening in the club rooms,
imto
was
voted
take
unanimously
court house.
mediate action in the securing of a
secretary for the club who will deB. Gon-

Fidure Out What This Means

48

I

Lobby,

On nearly everything you need for your table

100 pound sack sugar
17 pounds sugar

i

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged DIRECTORS VOTE LAST NIGHT
TO EMPLOY MAN TO GIVE
In the wood. Direct from distillery to
WORK HIS ENTIRE TIME.
of course. AdT.
you. At the

We Save You 10 to 20 Per Cent
Or More

-

1913.

15,

Adv.

Comencing TODAY and ending NEXT WEDNESDAY EVENING THE 22nd.

15th.

JANUARY

WEDNESDAY,
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LOCAL NEWS

9, "1913."
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